Special: BUILD A SAFE MODEL MISSILE

Exclusive Feature:
ARE WE SAFE AGAINST AIR ATTACK?

How to: Convert a radio to an intercom
Make a wireless microphone
Buy Hi-Fi

Also: Transistor Experiments
Ham License Requirements

Build An FM Tuner Kit
Listen to Foreign Broadcasts
NORELCO® presents
the world's second finest
pickup cartridge

a new MAGNETO-DYNAMIC design by
Philips of the Netherlands

The world's finest pickup cartridge is carefully guarded at the great Philips audio research center in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. It is the laboratory prototype of the new NORELCO "Magneto-Dynamic" pickup cartridges—a special pilot model hand-built to zero tolerances by Europe's most renowned electro-acoustic research team. This reference standard must, of necessity, be a shade superior to the production models, which are constantly quality-controlled against it. It is an indispensable laboratory tool that obviously cannot be sold. But the world's second finest pickup cartridge—meaning any and every NORELCO production model—can be and is sold by leading hi-fi outlets everywhere, for the astonishing price of $29.95, with diamond stylus.

THE MAGNETO-DYNAMIC PRINCIPLE—The armature is a thin rod M, 1/32" in diameter and approximately 1/2" long, made of "Ferroxdure," a special high-coercivity ferrite material developed by Philips. This armature is magnetized perpendicularly to its axis (s—n) and is rotated about the axis by the transverse vibrations of the cantilever stylus bar L, which is driven by the 1-mil diamond stylus N. This rotation induces a varying flux in the core J, which results in the development of a corresponding AC voltage in the coil S. The inherent advantages of the system include very high compliance (more than 5 x 10^-6 cm/dyne), very low dynamic mass (2.8 milligrams), high output (35 millivolts at 10 cm/sec), low stylus force (4 grams), and vanishingly low distortion. Frequency response is flat within 2 db from 10 to 20,000 cps.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. E3-1
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.
An Invitation...

To men who want to "go places" in TV SERVICING

Find out about this NEW, ALL-PRACTICE WAY of becoming a Professional TV SERVICEMAN

If you have some Television or Radio experience, or if you know basic Television-Radio principles but lack experience— N.R.I.'s Professional Television Servicing course can train you to go places in TV servicing. This advertisement is your personal invitation to get a free copy of our booklet describing this training in detail.

Get COLOR-TV Textbooks Early
The day you enroll, N.R.I. sends you special Color-TV textbooks to speed your knowledge and understanding of this vast, growing phase of Television. Many full color pictures and diagrams help you recognize defects and learn how to correct them quickly and properly. To cash in on the coming Color-TV boom, you'll need the kind of knowledge and experience this N.R.I. training gives.

Learn-by-Doing "All the Way"
This is 100% learn-by-doing, practical training. We supply all the components, all tubes, including a 17" picture tube to build a TV receiver, and comprehensive manuals covering a thoroughly planned program of practice. You learn how experts diagnose TV receiver defects quickly. You see how various defects affect the performance of a TV receiver—picture, sound and color: learn to know the causes of defects, accurately, easily, and how to fix them.

You do more than just build circuits. You get experience aligning TV receivers, eliminating interference, using germanium crystals to rectify the TV picture signal, obtaining maximum brightness and definition by properly adjusting the ion trap and centering magnets, etc. There isn't room to list all the servicing experience you get.

Mail Coupon—Get Details Free
Once again—if you want to go places in TV servicing, we invite you to find out what you get, what you practice, what you learn from N.R.I.'s course in Professional Television Servicing. See pictures of equipment supplied, read what you practice. Judge for yourself whether this training will further your ambition to reach the top in TV servicing. We believe it will. We believe many of tomorrow's top TV servicemen, for black and white, UHF and Color TV... will be graduates of this N.R.I. training. Mail the coupon now. There is no obligation.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 8GKT, Washington 16, D.C.
Oldest and largest Home Study Radio-Television School

Use your spare time to train at home for TV's top servicing jobs. N.R.I. Professional Television Servicing Course includes 17" picture tube, all other tubes and components to build TV receiver, 5-inch professional type Scope, highly accurate Signal Generator. Training low in cost. Monthly Terms.

Here's What Graduates Say
"I have serviced about 95% of common TV complaints and quite a few that are not common. A year ago I wouldn't have known where to start. Now I can fix a TV receiver defect in minutes when it used to take hours." JAMES D. McINGVALE, LAKE CORMORANT, MISS.

"Your course is so thorough that anyone interested in the challenge of servicing shouldn't miss the opportunity. I can find my way around a TV chassis as easy as I can my own home as a result of your Professional TV Servicing Course." C. DORITY, SILVER SPRING, MD.

National Radio Institute, Dept. 8GKT
Washington 16, D. C.
Please send my FREE copy of "How to Reach the Top in TV Servicing." I understand no salesman will call.

Name
Address
City Zone State

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
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TRAIN FOR OPPORTUNITY FIELD OF

ELECTRONICS

ON REAL EQUIPMENT

IN THE GREAT SHOPS OF COYNE

LARGEST, OLDEST AND BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN U.S.

This five story Chicago building is occupied entirely by Coyne. Five big floors of Classrooms and over a quarter of a million dollars worth of Equipment. Thousands of successful men have trained at Coyne. There is no substitute for Coyne's wealth of experience.

TELEVISION—RADIO ELECTRONICS

Great opportunity for a good job or your own business in one of America's fastest growing branches of Electrotical. New stations by the hundreds, new sets by the millions, and now Color TV... all mean greater opportunities in Sales and Service. Separate courses in Radio-Television or in combination with Electricity-Electronics available. Coupon brings details.

Mail coupon for big free book!

48 page illustrated Book, "Guide to Careers" gives you all the facts. Whether you prefer Electricity-Television-Radio or Combined Electronics. Training this book describes all training offered. Information comes by mail. No obligation and no salesman will call.

Coyne Electrical School, Dept. 88-8A
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill.

Send FREE BOOK, "Guide to Careers," and details of all training you offer.

Name

Address
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State

(1 understand no salesman will call.)
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ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED is on its way. The sale of the first issue has been excellent and we have received many congratulatory letters from readers. "... Thoroughly enjoyed your first issue, am looking forward to the next copy... Found many interesting items and I am sure that future issues will be even better... Congratulations on a great new magazine... I think that it is one of the best magazines published yet for people interested in electronics, there is something in it for everybody... Found the book so fascinating that I couldn't put it down..." and so they run. Thank you all for your very kind letters and encouragement. Our future issues will indeed be bigger and better. We've lots of "hot" ideas now in the works—things you'll want, and can build.

Talking about build-it-yourself items, you see a selection of them here. As
See How DeVry Tech Can Prepare You For A Profitable Future In Many Fields

from Communications to Guided Missiles, etc.

No Previous Technical Experience Or Advanced Education Needed!

Laborers and bookkeepers, store clerks, shop men, farmers, salesmen — men of nearly every calling — have taken the DeVry Tech program and today have good jobs or service shops of their own in Electronics. You don't have to quit your present job. If you are 17 to 55, see how you may get yourself ready for a future in the fast-growing Electronics field.

Whether you prepare at home or in our well-equipped Chicago or Toronto Laboratories, you get sound, basic training in both principles and practice. At home, you use educational movies. You build actual circuits and test equipment. You read simple directions, follow clear illustrations. When you finish, you are prepared to step into a good job in this excitingly different field. You may even start a service shop of your own.

Mail coupon for free facts today.

Get FREE Booklet!

We'll give you a free copy of an interesting booklet, "Electronics and YOU." See for yourself how you may take advantage of the opportunities in this fast-growing field.

DeVry Technical Institute
Chicago 41, Illinois
Formerly DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.

"One of North America's Foremost Electronics Training Centers"
Accredited Member of National Home Study Council

promised in our first editorial, ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED is testing every construction item to make certain that it works and is easy to build. Most of the items shown on page 4 have already been tested successfully and either appeared in the first issue or are in this one. Some did not pass our tests and therefore the authors will get them back for additional work. We mean to stick to this principle in your favor.

This issue carries two new regular features: The Electronic Brain and the Hi-Fi Clinic. The operator of our Electronic Brain is Mr. Harvey Pollack, widely read author of electronics projects in popular magazines and science instructor in high school and college. Mr. Pollack has just been awarded first prize, for the second time, in a contest run by the National Science Teachers Association for his “New Laboratory Approach to High School Physics.” We thought you’d like to know, because he’ll be available to answer any questions you may have on electronics—radio—TV—amateur radio, etc. And if your interest is hi-fi, look through the Hi-Fi Clinic. Your questions may be answered there.

We’ve a factual interview in this issue with Len Chase, operator of the Electronic Workshop in New York City. Len is an expert salesman of hi-fi and his comments on “How To Buy Hi-Fi” should be of great interest and help to anyone now trying to make a choice between components and consoles, or among particular components.

There is so much to describe in this issue that I’d just as soon not keep you here, but encourage you to read through. In particular I’d like to call your attention to “How To Build A Safe Rocket” starting on page 28. This is an ideal project for father and son. We’re hoping it will promote a measure of “togetherness” among the men in the family.

Our next issue will carry the rocket project toward the testing and firing stage, and in addition will bring you many build-it-yourself items designed to fit in with your warm-weather habits. Our theme will be electronics in the outdoors.

Charles L. Johnson
BIG REWARDS for Industry's Most-Wanted Men

With the right training, you can qualify for big-pay jobs in these vital industries. Start yourself on an exciting, rewarding career and at the same time help fill a desperate need. I. C. S. can show you how! I. C. S. spare-time training is recognized and used by leading companies throughout the U.S. and overseas. Send today for full details including three free books:

1. "How to Succeed" 36-page guide to advancement.
3. Sample lesson (Math) to demonstrate I. C. S. method.

For Real Job Security—Get an I. C. S. Diploma! I. C. S., Scranton 15, Penna. Accredited Member, National Home Study Council

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

ARCHITECTURE and BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
- Air Conditioning
- Architecture
- Architectural Drawing and Designing
- Building Contractor
- Building Estimator
- Carpentry and Millwork
- Carpenter Foreman
- Heating
- Interior Decoration
- Painting Contractor
- Plumbing
- Reading Architectural Blueprints

ART
- Commercial Art
- Magazine & Book Illustration
- Sign Lettering
- Sketching and Painting

AUTOMOTIVE
- Automobiles
- Auto Body Rebuilding and Refinishing
- Auto Engine Tuneup
- Auto Technician

AVIATION
- Aero-Engineering Technology
- Aircraft & Engine Mechanics

BUSINESS
- Accounting
- Advertising
- Business Administration
- Business Management
- Cost Accounting
- Creative Salesmanship
- Managing a Small Business
- Professional Secretary
- Public Accounting
- Purchasing Agent
- Salesmanship
- Salesmanship and Management
- Traffic Management

CHEMICAL
- Analytical Chemistry
- Chemical Engineering
- Chem. Lab. Technician
- Elements of Nuclear Energy
- General Chemistry
- Natural Gas Prod. and Trans.
- Petroleum Prod. and Eng.
- Professional Engineer (Chem)
- Pulp and Paper Making

CIVIL ENGINEERING
- Civil Engineering
- Construction Engineering
- Highway Engineering
- Professional Engineer (Civil)
- Reading Shop Blueprints
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping

DRAFTING
- Aircraft Drafting
- Architectural Drafting
- Drafting Machine Design
- Electrical Drafting
- Mechanical Drafting
- Sheet Metal Drafting
- Structural Drafting

ELECTRICAL
- Electrical Engineering
- Elec. Engr. Technician
- Elec. Light and Power
- Practical Electrical
- Practical Lemon
- Professional Engineer (Elec)

HIGH SCHOOL
- High School Diploma

GOOD ENGLISH
- High School Mathematics
- Short Story Writing

LEADERSHIP
- Industrial Foremanship
- Industrial Supervision
- Personnel-Labor Relations
- Supervision

MECHANICAL and SHOP
- Diesel Engines
- Gas-Elec. Welding
- Industrial Engineering
- Industrial Instrumentation
- Industrial Metrology
- Industrial Safety
- Machine Design
- Machine Shop Practice
- Mechanical Engineering
- Professional Engineer (Mech)
- Quality Control
- Reading Shop Blueprints
- Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
- Tool Design
- Tool Making

RADIO, TELEVISION
- General Electronics Tech.

Industrial Electronics
- Practical Radio-TV Eng'g
- Practical Television

RAILROAD
- Car Inspector and Air Brake
- Diesel Electrician
- Diesel Eng'r and Fireman
- Diesel Locomotive

STEAM and DIESEL POWER
- Combustion Engineering
- Power Plant Engineer
- Stationary Diesel Eng'r
- Stationary Furnace

TEXTILE
- Carding and Spinning
- Cotton Manufacture
- Cotton Warping and Weaving
- Loom Fixing Technician
- Textile Designing
- Textile Finishing & Dyeing

Thermography
- Wool and Weaving
- Woolen Manufacturing

Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW TO SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE which I have marked X (plus sample lesson):

Name

Age

Home Address

City

Zone

State

Working Hours

A.M. to P.M.

Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools, Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada... Special tuition rates to members of the U. S. Armed Forces.
Michigan Blue Cross-Blue Shield keeps track of 1,600,000 subscribers with this computer. Built by Minneapolis-Honeywell, the “1000” reads 627,000 names in Detroit phone-book in 11 minutes.

The new Lockheed WV-2E carries the world’s biggest airborne antenna and most powerful aerial radar. This new super-snooper is expected to “see” half again as far as any current aircraft radar.

We’ve been shown electronic ovens, now comes an electronic surface unit! The visible part consists of a Fiberglas disc on the countertop with a hood. Two controls turn the unit on or off and govern cooking time in minutes and seconds. As cooking begins the metal hood drops down over the food to distribute the microwaves evenly. This unit and the electronic oven behind it can be remotely controlled via a radio transmitter “from other side of town if needed,” says Westinghouse.

Electronics Illustrated
RCA INSTITUTES offers you the finest of home study training. The equipment illustrated and text material you get with each course is yours to keep. Practical work with very first lesson. Courses for the beginner and the advanced student. Pay-as-you-learn. You need pay for only one study group at a time.

Send for this FREE Book Now

RESIDENT SCHOOL courses in New York City offer comprehensive training in Television and Electronics. Day and evening classes start four times each year. Detailed information on request.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Home Study Dept. E1-78
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Without obligation, send me FREE 52 page CATALOG on Home Study Courses in Radio, Television and Color TV. No salesman will call.

Name
Address
City
Korean Vet
In Canada — RCA Victor Co., Ltd.
5001 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Que.

To save time, paste coupon on postcard.
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BATTERY OPERATED

TAPE RECORDER

Hi-Quality Reproduction! Weighs only 2 lbs! $29.95

PRECISION ENGINEERED — This amazing new, battery-operated, portable, fully transistorized plus $1.50 tape recorder, imported from West Germany, is precision engineered to render the same functions as machines costing five times as much.

FOR HOME, STUDENTS, BUSINESS — it will be the center of attraction at home for recording family get-togethers, capturing the magic of speech and song of family and friends — records radio, record and TV shows! Educators, too, agree that students, thru college level, benefit greatly from studying with a tape recorder. Business men can pack it in brief case or bag and take it along on trips to record letters, speeches, instructions, ideas, faithfully records verbal agreements, discussions. Perfect for recording interviews!

PENNIES TO OPERATE — The ingenious Teltape records, plays back and erases — even has variable speed controls! Operates on four ordinary C-batteries available at any store for pennies. A simple press of a button and you’re ready to record. It’s so simple, even a child of five can operate it!

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED — A wonderful gift for all — for home, school or business.

Comes complete with sensitive microphone, head-set and tape — $29.95 plus $1.50 pp. & hdg.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

PATCHCORD — Plug in attachment for playback thru radio, TV or phonograph $2.00

STETHO HEAD-SET — Like a doctor’s stethoscope. Lightweight. Leaves hands free for typing, etc. $6.95

REEL OF TAPE (225 ft.) $1.25

BATTERIES — Set of 4 $80c

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS AGAINST MECHANICAL DEFECTS

FILNOR PRODUCTS, INC.

Dept. M-37
101 W. 31 St.
New York 1, N. Y.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City _______ Zone __________ State _______

Please Print To Avoid Errors And Delay

I enclose $______ (check or money order) for the items that I have checked below. Please send at once under the conditions of your warranty.

- COMPLETE TELTAPE RECORDER
- Microphone, Head-Sets, Magnetic Recording Tape, Roar-Revil and FREE Instruction Booklet, $29.95
- Patchcord $2.00
- Magnetic Tapes $1.25
- $1.50 plus all C.O.D. and shipping charges for the items ordered.

Visitors to the Brussels World’s Fair this summer will see the Sylvania “Sylouette” 21-inch television receiver on display as representative of U. S. advancement in the video art. Selected by the government for the exhibit, the TV is characterized by a cabinet depth of only 10 inches. The “Sylouette” was selected by a committee representing leading art and design associations in the U. S.

The nation-wide CONELRAD defense warning system is going to be used in the future to notify listeners of emergency storm and flood warnings as well. The FCC recently authorized this special use of the existing national defense alerting procedures in an attempt to reduce loss of life and property damage caused by sudden hurricanes, tornadoes, and flash floods.

It was bound to happen sooner or later—but a digital guidance computer is to be built along engineering designs provided by another electronic computer! Remington Rand’s “Univac” was the brain behind the development of the “Athena,” part of the ground-based guidance system for the Air Force’s intercontinental ballistic missile, the “Titan.”
Get into TELEVISION
RADIO-ELECTRONICS

LEARN ALL 8 PHASES
BY SHOP METHOD

1. Televisor...including Color TV
2. Radio...AM, FM
3. Industrial Electronics
4. Communications
5. Sound Recording & Hi-Fidelity
6. Automation
7. FCC License Preparation
8. Radar & Micro Waves

LEARN AT NATIONAL SCHOOLS
TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

FREE! VALUABLE BOOK & SAMPLE LESSON—JUST SEND COUPON!

YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED
Clear, profusely illustrated lessons, shop-tested manuals, modern circuit diagrams, practical job projects—all the valuable equipment shown above—many other materials and services—consultation privilege with our qualified staff, and Graduate Employment Service. EVERYTHING YOU NEED for outstanding success in Electronics.

INDUSTRY NEEDS YOU. NATIONAL SCHOOLS WILL TRAIN YOU. SEND FOR FACTS TODAY NO OBLIGATION.

YOU LEARN BY SHOP METHOD, you do servicing, circuit analysis, and do over 300 down-to-earth experiments. You build a Superhet Receiver and a modern TV Receiver, from the ground up, including a new, big screen picture tube. You also receive a professional, factory-made MULTI-TESTER. All of this standard equipment is yours to keep...at just one low tuition.

YOU EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Many students pay for their entire training—and more—with spare time earning. We'll show you how you can, too! Early in your course you receive material that shows you how to earn extra money servicing TV and Radio receivers, appliances, etc., for friends and acquaintances.

GOOD JOBS...MORE MONEY SECURITY...ALL CAN BE YOURS
You are needed in the great modern Television-Electronics industry. Trained technicians are in growing demand, at excellent pay, in sales and service, manufacturing, broadcasting, telecasting, communications, research, and many other important branches of the field. National Schools Master Shop-Method Training, with newly added lessons and equipment prepares you in your spare time right in your own home for these fascinating opportunities. OUR OUTSTANDING METHOD IS PROVED BY THE SUCCESS OF GRADUATES ALL OVER THE WORLD!

YOUR TRAINING IS ALL INCLUSIVE
We prepare you for a long list of job opportunities. Thousands of TV and Radio receivers are being sold every day—more than ever before. And now, Color TV is here. Applications of Electronics in industry—AUTOMATION—are growing in tremendous strides. The whole field is alive—opening up new, important jobs rapidly. National Schools complete training program qualifies you in all phases of the industry.

YOU EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Many students pay for their entire training—and more—with spare time earning. We'll show you how you can, too! Early in your course you receive material that shows you how to earn extra money servicing TV and Radio receivers, appliances, etc., for friends and acquaintances.
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YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED
Clear, profusely illustrated lessons, shop-tested manuals, modern circuit diagrams, practical job projects—all the valuable equipment shown above—many other materials and services—consultation privilege with our qualified staff, and Graduate Employment Service. EVERYTHING YOU NEED for outstanding success in Electronics.

INDUSTRY NEEDS YOU. NATIONAL SCHOOLS WILL TRAIN YOU. SEND FOR FACTS TODAY NO OBLIGATION.

YOU LEARN BY SHOP METHOD, you do servicing, circuit analysis, and do over 300 down-to-earth experiments. You build a Superhet Receiver and a modern TV Receiver, from the ground up, including a new, big screen picture tube. You also receive a professional, factory-made MULTI-TESTER. All of this standard equipment is yours to keep...at just one low tuition.
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Many students pay for their entire training—and more—with spare time earning. We'll show you how you can, too! Early in your course you receive material that shows you how to earn extra money servicing TV and Radio receivers, appliances, etc., for friends and acquaintances.

GOOD JOBS...MORE MONEY SECURITY...ALL CAN BE YOURS
You are needed in the great modern Television-Electronics industry. Trained technicians are in growing demand, at excellent pay, in sales and service, manufacturing, broadcasting, telecasting, communications, research, and many other important branches of the field. National Schools Master Shop-Method Training, with newly added lessons and equipment prepares you in your spare time right in your own home for these fascinating opportunities. OUR OUTSTANDING METHOD IS PROVED BY THE SUCCESS OF GRADUATES ALL OVER THE WORLD!

YOUR TRAINING IS ALL INCLUSIVE
We prepare you for a long list of job opportunities. Thousands of TV and Radio receivers are being sold every day—more than ever before. And now, Color TV is here. Applications of Electronics in industry—AUTOMATION—are growing in tremendous strides. The whole field is alive—opening up new, important jobs rapidly. National Schools complete training program qualifies you in all phases of the industry.
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Many students pay for their entire training—and more—with spare time earning. We'll show you how you can, too! Early in your course you receive material that shows you how to earn extra money servicing TV and Radio receivers, appliances, etc., for friends and acquaintances.
The engineers of United Air Lines, working with Radio Specialists Company of Denver, have come up with a transistorized "Tiny Talky" which is being used by ramp supervisors to expedite the flow of passenger traffic on outgoing flights. The two-way portables weigh only 5 1/2 pounds, have a maximum range of 4 miles, and operate on the 420-470 mc. band. Compactness is achieved through the use of transistors and small batteries. The radio is carried in a leather case attached to a Sam Brown belt. The small plastic earpiece and a hand microphone replace the telephone-type handset used with the predecessor models. The antenna, only 6 inches long, juts from a shoulder epaulet on the dispatcher's uniform.

Dirty dishes and greasy pots—the housewife’s most dreaded spectacle—can now be cleaned silently and thoroughly with invisible sound waves. A new, noiseless, ultrasonic dishwashing machine that scours unscraped dishes, pots and pans in a fraction of the time now required by conventional machines will be available commercially, perhaps within the year, from Acoustica Associates, Inc., Culver City, California. Initial cost of the miraculous new machine will be about $500, a bit high, but you’ll be a pioneer!
WE'RE MAKING IT EASIER THAN EVER TO BECOME A WELL PAID RADIO-TELEVISION SERVICE TECHNICIAN

NOW – Just *6 Starts You Training in

RADIO-TELEVISION

the SPRAYBERRY “Learn-by-Doing” Way...

25 BIG, COMPLETE KITS of PARTS & EQUIPMENT

To help you learn just the practical side
of Radio-Television, we send you expertly engi-
nereed training kits to cut and assemble for
interestingly varied hands-on practice!

* The new Sprayberry Training Television Rec-
ceiver, built and tested in 6 sections.
* Now offered ... this fine modern oscilloscope.
* You build this powerful two-band superheter-
dyne radio receiver.

17 to 24 PICTURE TUBE

** ** This great industry is begging
for trained men ... to step into good paying jobs
or a profitable business of their own! Our new
plan opens the doors of Radio-Television wide to
every ambitious man who is ready to act at once!

Men by the thousands ... trained Radio-Television Service Technicians ... are needed at once! Perhaps you've thought about entering this interesting, top paying field, but lack of ready money held you
back. Now – just $6 enrolls you for America's finest, most up to
date home study training in Radio-Television! Unbelievable? No,
the explanation is simple! We believe Radio-Television must have
the professional training it needs as quickly as possible. We are willing to
do our part by making Sprayberry Training available for less money
down and on easier terms than ever before. This is your big oppor-
tunity to get the training you need ... to step into a fine job or your
own Radio-Television Service Business.

Complete Facts Free—Act Now! Offer Limited

Only a limited number of students may be accepted on this liberal
and unusual basis. We urge you to act at once... mail the coupon be-
low and get complete details plus our big new catalog and an actual
sample lesson — all free. No obligation ... no salesman will bother you.

HOME STUDY TRAINING IN SPARE TIME

Under world-famous 27-year old Sprayberry Plan, you learn entirely
at home in spare time. You keep on with your present job and income.
You train as fast or as slowly as you wish. You get valuable kits of
parts and equipment for priceless shop-bench practice. And every-
things you receive, lessons and equipment alike, is all yours to keep.

LET US PROVE HOW EASILY YOU CAN LEARN!

Radio-Television needs YOU! And Sprayberry is ready to
train you on better, easier terms, that any ambitious man can
afford. Just $6 starts you! Mail coupon today ... let the facts
speak for themselves. You have everything to gain. Let us
prove the kind of opportunity in store for you!

SPRAYBERRY Academy of Radio-Television
1512 Jarvis Avenue, Dept. 120-J, Chicago 26, Illinois

Mail This Coupon Now — No Salesman Will Call

Sprayberry Academy of Radio-Television
Dept. 120-J, 1512 W. Jarvis Ave., Chicago 26, Ill.

Please rush all information on your ALL-NEW Radio-Televi-
sion Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me
and that no salesman will call upon me. Include New Cat-
alog and Sample Lesson FREE.
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A magnetic head for tape recorders which records and plays four channels on a standard 1/4-inch tape has been developed by Shure Brothers, Inc. of Evanston, Illinois. The unit has two in-line tracks that permit interlaced operation. The new tape head actually doubles the recording time of both monaural and stereophonic tapes. At the same time, it is completely compatible with present tapes.

Shure also recently unveiled a compatible stereo electromagnetic phono cartridge to sell for about $45.

An electronic outline of world history from 4 B.C. to the present will be a feature exhibit in the U. S. Pavilion at the Brussels World's Fair. Presented by IBM in cooperation with the U. S. Department of State, the automated history text is stored in ten languages, including Russian, in an IBM 305 "Ramac" computer. Any portion of the history may be located by the machine in less than two-thirds of a second and printed out in any one of the ten languages on a built-in IBM electric typewriter. Might not be a bad gadget for Junior's Christmas stocking next year—especially if he is pulling down C's in World History I.
BUILD 16 RADIO CIRCUITS AT HOME with the New Deluxe 1958 PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT"

A Practical Home Radio Course

- No Knowledge of Radio Necessary
- No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
- EXCELLENT BENEFIT FOR TV
- Scarc Inquiries Invited
- SOLD IN 75 COUNTRIES

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

The "EDU-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRactical Home Radio Course at a rock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making use of the latest methods in home study. You will learn everything about Construction Practice and servicing. This helps you to construct, study and work with RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, rectifiers, radio, test equipment. You will learn about all kinds of Radio and Electronics. Complete course is designed to bring you the latest developments in the field.

You will receive training in the latest design and construction, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Radio Amateurs, and the accompanying instructional material. You will receive a signal tracer, signal TV, Transmitter, Receiver, Oscillator, Signal and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You will receive an excellent bonus, including H.F.I.F. and Electronics.

Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "EDU-Kit" is the perfect training for all kinds of electronics, and the experience you will receive with the basic in electronics and construction will far exceed the price of the entire Kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

You do not need the slightest background in electronics to get the "EDU-Kit." The Kit is designed to be learned in Radio & Electronics because you will not have to spend a lot of money for your business or a job with a future, you will find that the "EDU-Kit" is a worthwhile investment.

Many thousands of individuals of all ages and backgrounds have successfully learned to install radio equipment by the "EDU-Kit." The "EDU-Kit" has been carefully designed by men, so that you cannot make a mistake. The "EDU-Kit" allows you to learn at your own pace. No instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "EDU-Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, and a universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "EDU-Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you learn, construct, practice, and learn by following all the instructions and directions of the Radio Tracer, Signal Injector, and Signal Lighting. You will find that the "EDU-Kit" is a progressive and easy to learn program.

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit boards, special tube sockets, hard and instructions. You will receive a useful set of tools, a professional electric screwdriver, an all-purpose Digital Radio, and all necessary Radio Construction and Membership material. You will also get a complete set of tools, a professional Electric Screwdriver, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You are enrolled in the Radio-EDU-Club, Free Consultation Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

The Progressive Radio "EDU-Kit" has been welcomed by thousands of individuals, schools and organizations. Public and private, it is recognized as the world's leading educational radio equipment. By popular demand, the Progressive Radio "EDU-Kit" is now available in Spanish as well as English.

We guarantee that you will be satisfied with the "EDU-Kit," and if for any reason whatever...
New hi-fi listeners who are interested in obtaining a component system at minimum cost might investigate a new 12-watt amplifier available for $33.50 from Lafayette Radio, 165-08 Liberty Avenue, Jamaica 33, New York. This unit is known as the LA-22 and, according to the manufacturer, it possesses such features as frequency response of 30-20,000 cps + 1 db, less than 1½% intermodulation distortion, hum level 60-80 db below full output, 5 inputs including tape head and loudness control. The 4" high cabinet is black and gold.

Most radio receivers are designed to minimize the effects of atmospheric noise, or static, as much as possible, but the Electronic Control Systems Division of Stromberg-Carlson is building a number of receivers with just the opposite goal in mind. These special instruments, called Atmospheric Noise Recorders, are being produced by Stromberg-Carlson, a division of General Dynamics Corporation, for the National Bureau of Standards. They will be used at widely-separated locations around the globe to receive, measure and record atmospheric radio noise. This scientific study program is being conducted in connection with the International Geophysical Year, but also will be continued through the next 11 years, in order to cover a complete sunspot cycle. In this way a multitude of studies will be drawn together in one overall evaluation, to provide the data for design of radio receivers having improved sensitivity and noise rejection characteristics for short wave listening as well as local reception.

---

NOW YOU CAN SECURE A HIGH SALARIED • TOP PRESTIGE CAREER IN ELECTRONICS IN ONLY ONE YEAR!

ELECTRONICS is the fastest growing industry in America today, creating unlimited opportunities for high salaries, with rapid advancement in INDUSTRY AND THE ARMED FORCES for Bailey Trained electronic engineering technicians.

LARGE CORPORATIONS from coast to coast, and BRANCHES OF THE ARMED FORCES send recruiters to visit each graduating class at Bailey Tech, offering unusually high starting salaries.

BAILEY GRADUATES ARE BEING HIRED for such fascinating and interesting work as technical salesmen, research and development of guided missiles, electronic business machines and automatically controlled manufacturing plants, etc., also good RATING S IN THE ARMED FORCES.

UP TO SEVEN TECHNICIANS are needed for every engineer...this, plus superior training is why Bailey Graduates are being paid more to start, and are advancing more rapidly than many men who have spent four years in training.

Resident training is easier and costs less than you may think! We provide housing and part-time jobs while in school, plus free national-wide employment service for graduates. If you want to quickly enter America's fastest growing and most exciting industry, write for free booklet...no obligation.

VETERAN APPROVED
BAILEY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
1661 S. Grand • St. Louis 4, Mo.

Mail Today

Please mail immediately this free booklet without obligation

Name
Address
City, State

Electronics Illustrated
Just off the press
NEW 16 pg. CATALOG FREE!
EICO saves you 50% on test instruments & Hi-Fi. 55 models to choose from. MAIL COUPON NOW...

EICO® 33-00 NORTHERN BLVD. LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. E1-7
Show me HOW TO SAVE 50% on laboratory precision test instruments & Hi-Fi. Send FREE catalog & name of neighborhood EICO Distributor.

Name
Address
City
Zone
State
Occupation

Prices 5% higher in the West.

you build EICO KITS in one evening—but they last a LIFETIME! OVER 1 MILLION in use today!

HIGHEST QUALITY Hi-Fi at lowest prices... only from EICO®

NEW! FM TUNER HFT90 KIT $99.95 WIRED $149.95
NEW! Ultra-Linear Williamson-type INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER HF20 KIT $99.95 WIRED $149.95

20-WATT Ultra-Linear AMPLIFIER HF60 KIT $99.95 WIRED $149.95

50-WATT Ultra-Linear INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER HF52 KIT $99.95 WIRED $149.95

NEW! 12-WATT Williamson-type INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER HF12 KIT $57.95 WIRED $89.95

12-WATT Williamson-type INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER HF12 KIT $34.95 WIRED $57.95

NEW! 30-WATT INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER HF32 KIT $89.95 WIRED $129.95

50-WATT Ultra-Linear INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER HF52 KIT $99.95 WIRED $149.95

COMPLETE with FACTORY-BUILT CABINET: 2-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM HFS1 $139.95
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INVENTORS

Learn how to protect your invention. The U. S. patent laws were enacted for the benefit of the inventor to give him protection for the features of his invention which are patentable.

Unless the inventor is familiar with patent matters, he should engage a competent registered patent attorney or agent to represent him. We are registered to practice before the U. S. Patent Office and are prepared to serve you in the handling of your patent matters.

A specially prepared booklet entitled "Patent Guide for the Inventor" containing detailed information with respect to patent protection and procedure, together with a "Record of Invention" form, will be promptly forwarded to you without obligation upon request.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN & HARVEY JACOBSON
Registered Patent Attorneys
810-G DISTRICT NATIONAL BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

College graduates get ahead faster!

have higher income ... advance more rapidly.
Grasp your chance for a better life. Share rewards awaiting college-trained men. Important firms visit campus regularly to employ Tri-State College graduates. Start any quarter. Approved for Vets.

Bachelor of Science Degree in 27 months


RCA has developed a new ultra-sensitive vidicon camera tube especially for broadcast, industrial, and military TV applications. When used in the new camera designs, the 7038 is capable of producing pictures of broadcast quality with as little as one foot-candle of highlight illumination on its faceplate because of an improved photoconductive surface.

Power-line failures and the wild scramble for candles, flashlights, and Junior's ray gun may become a thing of the past. RCA has developed a new electronic "circuit sentry" which activates circuit breakers and isolates the faulty high-voltage lines in a 12/1000th of a second. The fast-acting transistorized device uses a transmitted tone signal to set in motion a series of relays which do the actual work of guarding the equipment. Called the "Tru-Trip" unit, it can also transmit safety action signals for an entire system.

Motorola Inc. has developed a fully transistorized, battery-operated power megaphone that has an effective range up to 3/4ths of a mile. Six ordinary flashlight cells drive the six-transistor amplifier to provide a full 15 watts of amplification. The whole unit weighs less than 8 pounds.

TRI-STATE COLLEGE
4878 College Avenue, Angola, Indiana

Please send me your catalog with full information on Radio Engineering and other courses. I am especially interested in courses checked:

☐ Electrical Engineering (Radio, TV, Electronics option)
☐ Electrical Engineering (Power option)
☐ Chemical
☐ Civil
☐ Mechanical
☐ General Business
☐ Accounting
☐ Motor Transport Management
☐ Drafting

Name

Street Address

City Zone State

Electronics Illustrated
Yes, this great course costs far less than any training of its kind given by other major schools! Radio-Television Training School will train you for a good job in Television or Industrial Electronics — AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.

Think of it — a complete training program including over 120 lessons, Eleven Big Radio-Television Kits, Complete Color-TV Instruction, Unlimited Consultation Service ... ALL at a really big saving to you. How can we do this? Write to us today ... and find out!

And what's more — you can (if you wish) OPEN YOUR OWN RTS-APPROVED AND FINANCED RADIO-TV SERVICE SHOP!

We Want 100 More Shops This Year

This 35 year old training organization — called RTS, that's Radio-Television Training School — wants to establish a string of Radio-TV Repair Shops in principal cities throughout the U. S. So far, 36 such shops are NOW IN BUSINESS AND PROSPERING. We are signing contracts with ambitious men to become future owners and operators of these shops in all areas.

FOR UNSKILLED INEXPERIENCED MEN ONLY — WE TRAIN YOU OUR WAY!

We must insist that the men we sign up be trained in Radio-TV Repair, Merchandising and Sales by our training methods — because WE KNOW the requirements of the industry. Therefore, we will TRAIN YOU if we will show you how to earn EXTRA CASH, during the first month or two of your training period. YOU KEEP YOUR PRESENT JOB. TRAINING TAKES PLACE IN YOUR OWN HOME, IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

CUT OUT AND MAIL — TODAY!

RADIO-TELEVISION TRAINING SCHOOL
5100 S. VERMONT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA

SEND ME FREE — all of these big opportunity books — "Good Jobs in TV-Electronics," "A Repair Shop of Your Own" and "Sample Lesson." I am interested in:

□ Radio-Television  □ Industrial Electronics (Automation)

Name  Age

Address

City & State  Zip
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Get Your First Class Commercial

F. C. C. LICENSE

An FCC commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics. Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians.

Grantham Training Prepares You

Grantham School of Electronics specializes in preparing students to pass FCC examinations. We train you quickly and well. All courses begin with basic fundamentals—NO previous training required. A beginner may qualify for his first class FCC license in as little as 12 weeks.

Learn by Mail or in Residence

You can train either by correspondence or in residence at either division of Grantham School of Electronics—Hollywood, Calif., or Washington, D.C. Our free booklet, "Opportunities in Electronics," gives details of both types of courses. Send for your free copy today.

MAIL NOW TO OFFICE NEAREST YOU

(mail in envelope or paste on postal card)

Grantham Schools, Desk 88-K
1505 N. Western Ave. OR 821-19th Street N. W.
Hollywood 27, Calif. Washington 6, D. C.

Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can get my commercial FCC license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman will call.

NAME __________________________ AGE ______
ADDRESS ________________________________________________________
CITY __________________________ STATE _________________________

Inventors

Send for PATENT INFORMATION on INVENTOR'S RECORD without obligation

GUSTAVE MILLER
78-E Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.

REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY
ASSOCIATE EXAMINER
U. S. PAT. OFF. 1922-1929
Patent Attorney & Advisor
U. S. NAVY DEPT. 1930 1947
PATENT LAWYER

Western Electric Company is using closed-circuit television in its Kearny, N. J. cable plant to obtain maximum production efficiency and safety. Two General Precision Laboratory TV cameras, one focused on each of two 3000-gallon hydropulper tanks, transmit a continuous picture of the process via coaxial cable to a 14" monitor which is viewed by an operator stationed at the central control panel on a different level in an adjacent building. Every step of this vast and potentially dangerous operation is monitored safely and surely by the "extra eyes" of the TV camera.

One answer to the growing problem of lack of TV channel space has been offered by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc. which has developed "Bi-Tran," a system of transmitting and receiving two different TV programs simultaneously on each TV channel. As envisioned by the company, the "A" program would consist of standard commercial fare as now provided and viewed on any TV set. The "B" signal would be assigned to pay-as-you-see TV, educational TV, etc. The "B" picture could be received privately, but only if the TV set were equipped with a special attachment. —

Electronics Illustrated
SPEEDI-TUBE CHECKER, MODEL 301.
Only 2 settings needed. Checks over 99% of all TV and Radio tubes in use today, including 024, series string, and magic eye. Checks for cathode-heater, cathode-grid, and cathode-plate shorts up to 1.5 megohms. Uses large D'Arsonval type meter with multi colored "reject-good" scale. New tube listings furnished as they appear. By far, the lowest priced Tube Checker on the market today... none finer at any price. Comes in handsome, hand-rubbed oak carrying case. Model 301 (wired) $47.50 Net

VOLOMETER, Model 104.
This 20,000 Ohms per volt instrument is the lowest priced, domestic made, unit of its kind in today's market. Uses large 4½" D'Arsonval, 50 microampere meter, accurate to 2%. Housed in polished, high impact, bakelite case... uses a durable, etched aluminum panel. 3 AC Current Ranges. Checks resistance accurately in 3 ranges to 20 megohms. 5 DC and AC Ranges to 3000 volts. 5 DB Ranges. Model 104 (wired) $26.95 Net

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! NO OBLIGATION TO BUY—YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!

TESTMASTER, INC. Dept. EI-7
192 Mercer Street, New York 12, N. Y.
Please send me for approval the units checked. If completely satisfied, I will pay on terms specified, with no interest or finance charges. Otherwise, I will return after a 10 day trial, positively cancelling all obligations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Address:</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

All prices net, F.O.B. N.Y.C.

Model 301
Total Price $47.50
$13.50 within 10 days
Balance $8.50 for 4 months

Model 104
Total Price $26.95
$6.95 within 10 days
Balance $5.00 for 4 months
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He who is fortunate enough to own the Garrard 301 Transcription Turntable and the Garrard TPA/10 Tone Arm can enjoy the unique pleasure of knowing that his is the finest... the handsomest... record-playing combination in the entire high fidelity galaxy.

A pair of great products... great because they reflect 35 years of skill and the standards of leadership. No gadgets... no compromises... only the time-proven features which guarantee continuing, undeviating excellence.

WORLD'S FINEST RECORD PLAYING EQUIPMENT

There's a Garrard for every high fidelity system

Model 301
PROFESSIONAL TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE

- Features continuously variable control of each speed... the record can be "tuned" to match a musical instrument
- Heavy-duty, 4-pole shaded motor is entirely Garrard-built
- Cast aluminum turntable is a full 6½ lb... dynamically-balanced
- Motor and connected levers are completely isolated from unit by an exclusive damping system of tension-compression springs
- Exclusive built-in pressure lubrication system
- Performance of each 301 is certified with a written individual test card

$89.00

Model TPA/10
TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARM

- Built to insure professional quality performance, with traversing and vertical friction reduced to absolute minimum by special cone-type ball-bearing pivots, as in the finest chronometers
- Takes any cartridge
- Fits into more installations than any other professional tone arm, since it is adjustable in length and tracking angle... plays up to a full 16" record
- Simple to install, with specially designed templates

$24.50

Model RC91
4-Speed Super Auto-Manual Changer
$67.50

Model RC88
4-Speed Deluxe Auto-Manual Changer
$54.50

Model RC121/U
4-Speed Mixer Auto-Manual Changer
$42.50

Model T Mk II
4-Speed Manual Player
$32.50

For Information Write Dept. 66-438 GARRARD SALES CORP., Port Washington, N. Y.
Nerve center of our anti-aircraft defense is this panel at NORAD HQ.

Blueprint for Defense
By Paul Beame

Can we beat an enemy air attack today? How and where does electronics fit in with missile warfare?

The restless, probing finger of a radar beam pokes through the northern skies. The man hunched over the scope in the dimly lit room under the dome of a DEW Line installation, accustomed to seeing nothing but the sweep of the beam across the PPI screen, suddenly
Three of these "Texas Towers" stand 100 miles off the Atlantic coast, extending radar curtain.

Huge "movie screen" antennas of "White Alice" send radar signals over the horizon.

Cargo plane, servicing the DEW Line, lands on snow covered strip, guided in by radar control.

SAGE system computers, which keep track of flights over continent, are in blockhouses.

straightens up with a snap. A little "pip" of brightness has edged into view.
At this precise moment an IBM computer, one of the SAGE net linking district command headquarters across the United States and Canada, is muttering quietly to itself over the 30,000 scheduled flights daily that it keeps careful track of and labels with an "F" for Friendly.
At exactly this time an airman steps to the huge transparent plotting board that represents the continent of North America in NORAD (North American Air Defense) headquarters at Colorado Springs. The row of officers at the semicircular row of control stations before the board watch him as they watched
These are the main elements in the defense network of the U.S. against enemy air attack.

hundreds of times before. But this time they tense with an ominous alertness as he posts the dreaded indicator up near the roof of the world—"H" for Unknown and Presumed Hostile.

Back at SAGE headquarters and in all the SAGE headquarters across the continent the computers are alerted and the position and speed of the approaching "H" craft are fed into their spinning tape memories. These bits of information are filed and almost instantly compared to millions of other bits of information already in the tapes and auxiliary tapes. The computers reach a quick conclusion: They have no information regarding an aircraft in that position, but . . .

NORAD commander Gen. Partridge picks up the red "hot line" phone directly to the White House as his aides alert the Pentagon. From the President must come the final decision to order our Strategic Air Command to act against the homeland of the enemy and our fighters into the air to meet the presumed hostile plane.

. . . but, the computers add, there is a flight from Sweden expected over the Pole which may have been forced from its route. The computers continue to clack. Speed, they determine, is too slow for a jet. NORAD relaxes slightly, but remains alert.

Finally a radio report from the plane
SAGE radar operators pick up pips with electronic "guns," feed info to computer.

Missile-spouting "Delta Dagger" is sent aloft and controlled in air fight by SAGE computer.

—relayed by a DEW Line outpost—confirms the supposition. The designation on the big board is changed to "F" and frayed nerves calm to their normal state of tense readiness.

The foregoing is not the product of an overactive imagination. It is just a fragment of the overall picture of our continental defense system flashing into action during an alert. It was just a false alarm, but it could have been the real thing.

To understand the big picture, we must understand how the parts fit together:

At a cost of more than 8 billion dollars
we have constructed what we hoped would be an impenetrable warning screen around the top and sides of North America. Starting at the top, we built a chain of radar stations across the frozen, wind-swept tundra to probe the northern reaches. The range of these DEW (Distant Early Warning) Line stations is perhaps 200 miles, and forms an interconnecting fence with a reach of about 15 miles above the surface of the earth. These stations are semi-automatic, which means that automatic controls keep the electronic beams constantly on the alert, flashing a warning to the human occupants of the stations when they touch something with their fragile electronic fingers.

Until recently an alarm would have been relayed to NORAD by means of radio, which, due to atmospheric disturbance, might prove to be unreliable in a time of emergency. Therefore we constructed White Alice, a euphemism for a huge network of over-the-horizon, tropospheric propagation stations which give Alaska its first reliable, modern telephone connection to the United States. DEW Line communications are [Continued on page 106]
Build a SAFE Model Missile

By Lt. Col. C. M. Parkin, Jr.

Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army
Chairman of the Advisory Committee for Missile & Rocket Amateurs
National Capital Section, American Rocket Society

Amateur rocketeer checks strain gauges on rocket before a test firing. Plans for this large rocket will be given in a forthcoming issue.
Get into the exciting new hobby of rocketry, you may learn to become an electronics rocket expert.

This article and those that will follow will show the amateur rocket experimenter how to build the three major components that are essential to every rocket or missile operation: the rocket or missile itself, a test stand, and a launcher. The next step will be to equip the missile with some simple electronic equipment to measure flight characteristics, etc. This article includes a plan for a small simple rocket. The dimensions for this missile have been carefully chosen to conform to good engineering design. Specific information on how to build it will be given later in the article; first, some words about safety.

Paramount to the building of a simple rocket is your SAFETY and the safety of your friends and the public. SAFETY is first, last and always, and please do not forget it. There is no value in building a rocket if you will injure yourself or others in the process of building, testing or firing this rocket. Therefore I have outlined a few simple safety precautions which I urge you to pledge that you will support at all times.

Building the Rocket

The first rocket you build should be a small one, for you will soon see that you can learn as much from building and testing a small one as you can learn from building a large one, and it is a great deal less expensive. The plans given here are for a 17¾" aluminum rocket. A full size blueprint for this rocket may be obtained by sending 50 cents along with your request to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 67 West 44th Street, New York 36,
This rocket, built by an amateur and loaded with a blasting cap, exploded upon firing, hurling forth dangerous shrapnel. For safety's sake, don't use blasting caps.

SAFETY RULES

1. Look up the rules, regulations and laws of your community—become familiar with them and OBEY them.
2. Find an organization such as a company who makes rockets, a rocket society of a high school or a science club. Go to them for help and if possible join a rocket society or science club. Remember, many heads are better than one.
3. If you are not an adult, always work under adult supervision. The reason for this is that most adults are more cautious and have more experience and common sense than youths.
4. Never work alone. The reasoning here is that you have someone to help you, someone to go for help and of course, two heads are always better than one.
5. Don't work in your basement or attic unless you have a good workshop—one that has good heating, good lighting and good ventilation. In addition there should be fire prevention measures at hand, a first aid kit and a telephone nearby.
6. Plan your work.
7. Develop check lists for the different phases of your work.
8. Be orderly and neat.
9. Never handle components of fuels near open flame or in the presence of oxidizers.
10. Never handle components of fuels unless you know ignition temperature or flash temperature of those compounds, both separately and combined.
12. Fuels should be mixed in small amounts.
13. Proper protective clothing should be worn when handling components of fuels. This includes face shield, gloves, etc.
14. Never load fuel into a container if the fuel will react with the container. Never pour fuel over or thru threaded sections without the use of a funnel.
15. Do not fuel your rocket until you are ready to test or fire it.
16. Do not fuel your rocket with explosives.
17. Do not fuel your rocket with blasting caps or black powder.
18. Don't use compounds that are sensitive to heat, shock or friction such as potassium chlorate, potassium perchlorate, compounds of the pcrurate, fulminate and iodate families.
19. Do not use matches to set off rockets.
SAFETY RULES

20. Do not use time fuses to ignite the fuel of rockets.

21. Use only electrical means to set off rockets.

22. When the rocket is placed in the test stand or the launcher, only one person should be at the site and he should have the key to the firing device with him.

23. The size of rocket to be tested or fired, the type of test or launching stand and the type of blockhouse or bunker you build will determine how far you should be from the rocket to be tested or launched.

24. Be absolutely certain that all electrical wire firing leads are shorted (shunted) except when they are being connected for a test or a launching.

25. Rockets should always be fired first in a static test stand of a good design. Safety of the testers and of the surrounding public is the first and always overriding interest.

26. Every test stand or launching site should have some form of warning signal followed by a loud announcement over a speaker system.

27. Remember this simple rule: two ounces of fuel are eight times as strong as one ounce, three ounces are 27 times as strong, four ounces are 64 times as strong and five ounces are 125 times as strong as one ounce. In short, for comparison purposes, the strength of the fuel increases as the cube of the weight.

28. Matter in dust form is dangerous. Flour mills have been known to explode, so zinc dust and sulphur dust can be dangerous too. When pouring, keep the dust down, air itself can set off dust of some metals. Be extremely careful. Check for open flames, exposed electrical heaters, poor electrical fittings and switches and, of course, there should be NO SMOKING at anytime where building, fueling, testing or firing rockets.

29. Very little information can be observed with the naked eye when testing or firing by observing the test stand or the launcher, so don't take any chances, even for just one peek. If you must observe, use a periscope or observe thru heavy layers of safety glass.

30. Once the rocket or missile is fired from the launcher, it is a free flying projection. Therefore every effort should be made to secure adequate firing ranges. Most of these are under the jurisdiction of the Army, Navy or Air Force. It is advisable to make contact with a post, camp station or base of one of the Services far in advance of the desired firing date, and give them in writing all the information about yourself, your organization and your rockets (type of fuel, range, etc).

Black powder was the explosive used in this missile built by an experimenter. It never got off the ground. There are many safe fuels which do a much better job.
N. Y. If you do not have a lathe you can probably get a small local machine shop, automotive parts fabricator, or boat repair shop to cut the necessary threads, etc., for you.

Use 3/32" thick aluminum tubing, sometimes sold as .120 seamless aluminum alloy, for the rocket tube. This is a bit on the heavy side, but it will save a great deal of time since you will be able to thread both ends on the inside without weakening the strength of the walls of your rocket. If you wish, you could use 1/16" thick aluminum tubing, but you would then have to build up the inside thickness of the tube on both ends so that you could cut threads into the two ends to the proper depth.

The length of this aluminum tube should be 14 inches and it should have an outside diameter of 1 1/4 inches. This is the casing of the rocket.

The most difficult part of our project is the building of the rocket motor. Some call this the nozzle. In dealing with liquid rockets or missiles, it often is referred to as the lower part of the thrust unit. Now there are many factors that go to make up the design of this rocket motor. We will not go into them here, however, I suggest that you do some serious reading on this topic. At the same time, I do not want the more experienced amateur to think that this particular design is the best or the most efficient rocket motor for this particular length, diameter and casing thickness.

This rocket motor is a convergent-divergent type with the throat diameter of 1/2 inch. The angle on the convergent side is 29 to 31 degrees and the angle on the divergent side is 14 to 16 degrees. 1 1/4 inch diameter aluminum stock was used. First the stock is cut on the lathe so that the collar is left on the end nearest the head stock. Next the threads are machined. These are 1/16" standard. Then a hole, 1/2 inch in diameter, is drilled through the rocket motor after which the convergent section of the rocket motor is machined. The rocket motor is then reversed in the lathe and the divergent part is machined. A small rounded file can be used to smooth out the curve of the throat. Be careful when handling the threaded sections for the threads are razor sharp.

We now turn to the nose section of the rocket. For the nose plug, use 1 1/8-inch stock and once the threads have been cut, drill out several holes of two

[Continued on page 109]
Hi-Fi Clinic

Send us your questions on hi-fi—how to install, how to repair, how to listen; the clinic will answer you!

In my search for the best in hi-fi I purchased the latest model super-sensitive FM tuner on the market. It does pull in more stations than the older tuner I had, but on the strongest stations it seems to have an odd kind of distortion that my older tuner never had. I have a good antenna hooked up to the tuner.

Arthur Devon, New York, N.Y.

From the description of your problem and your geographical location I would say that the distortion troubles are due to your having put up too good an antenna. It sounds like a case of overload due to the antenna delivering more signal than the new FM receiver can take without being driven into distortion. Try installing a "local-distant" double pole, single throw toggle switch on the antenna lead-in, three or four feet from the tuner. Wire the switch so that the major part of the antenna is disconnected from the set with the switch in the "local" position. The entire antenna length should be connected for "distant" reception.

The new 25-watt amplifier I bought to replace an obsolete 10-watt model has been giving me hum whenever I plug in the shielded cable from my FM tuner. This has me puzzled, since the tuner did not hum when it was connected to the old amplifier. Where do I go from here?

Charles Weiner,
Toms River, New Jersey

Hum problems in new commercial hi-fi setups are usually due to some difficulty in the installation, rather than a defect in the equipment. From your description, it appears that the fault is probably due to AC being piped into the signal circuits by a difference of voltage potential between the chassis. Reverse the AC plugs in the wall outlet of each of the units—turntable, tuner, amplifier—until you hit the lucky hum-free combination. If the hum, at minimum, still overrides the signal, try modifying your connecting cable as follows. Unsolder or disconnect the shielding braid from the jack at the amplifier end of the FM tuner cable. Run a separate wire from the tuner chassis (close to its output jack) to the point on the amplifier chassis that results in the least hum. If needed, run another lead from the same spot to a good external ground.

A trouble has developed in my tape recorder that has me stumped. For the past three or four months there has been an increasing hiss on my tapes. I can cut it down by using the treble control on my amplifier, but that also kills my highs. What do you think my problem is?

Paul Mazer, El Paso, Texas

Hiss in tape recorder reproduction is both common and annoying. A logical approach to the problem demands first that the source of the noise be localized.

Play on your recorder a tape made on another machine. If the tape hisses on playback, this indicates that the hiss originates in the playback circuit. In that case, check your heads for magnetization and your playback preamp for noise. Tape head magnetization, if present, can be eliminated by using an inexpensive commercial demagnetizer.
If the hiss is present with your machine set for playback, but with no tape running by the heads, then the trouble is in the preamp section. Try several replacement preamp tubes, selecting the one that runs the quietest.

If tapes that you’ve recorded hiss when played back on your deck and another machine, check the bias current against the manufacturer’s recommended setting. It may have to be reset because of component drift.

I switched from a crystal to a magnetic cartridge in my changer and suddenly my changer began to make sort of a humming noise through my hi-fi system once every revolution of the turntable. Is this due to hum pickup by the magnetic cartridge?

Robert Shearer, Waterville, Maine

On a friend’s advice I traded in my old magnetic cartridge for one of the new miniature types with improved frequency response. Perhaps it does have better response, but it also has a type of “buzz” or vibration that comes through the speaker on certain notes. The same cartridge sounds okay on my friend’s system. Can you explain this?

George Wolfe, Latrobe, Pa.

There’s a lesson to be learned from the two questions above. When dealing with any equipment as sensitive as good hi-fi often is, don’t assume any components can be added or replaced without proper adjustment, compensation, or matching. In the first case of the “hum pickup,” I doubt that it is hum that’s bothering Robert. More likely the problem is due to turntable rumble since the noise is described as cyclical (once per revolution). The better low frequency response of the new magnetic cartridge reproduced it when the older crystal cartridge could not. The solution to the problem is either to install a rumble filter or to repair the changer.

The “buzz” that is bothering George is due to weight differences. I suspect that the old cartridge was physically heavier than the new one, and when the new one was installed no compensation was made for weight difference. The buzz that’s heard on certain notes is the result of the stylus bouncing from side wall to side wall of the record groove, rather than riding securely on the groove walls as it would with proper stylus force adjustment. Increase stylus pressure a gram at a time until the buzz disappears.

I recently purchased a tape recorder to round out my hi-fi setup. I want to record FM programs but I find that neither my amplifier nor my tuner have an output for connecting a tape recorder. How would I go about connecting a “tape output” jack?

Gerald Armand, San Francisco, Calif.

The best spot to connect a tape output jack would be in parallel with the present output jack on your tuner. You would have the benefit of the usual low impedance output found at this point, and in addition the recording level to your tape machine and the monitoring level of your amplifier could be set independently.

The little adapter shown above can be constructed simply and requires no drilling of the tuner chassis for installation. Prepare a 2” length of shielded wire by installing a standard male phono plug on one end. Now bend the two “hot” terminals of the dual jack (Cinch 81B or G-C 9225) and solder them together with the center conductor of the shielded cable. The shielding of the cable should be brought to the ground lug on one socket of the jacks and a small jumper wire soldered between the ground lugs.

In order to tape off the air and monitor simultaneously, just insert the amplifier and recorder plugs into the adapter which plugs into tuner.
Short Wave Listening Around The World

By Robert Hertzberg and Stewart West

Adventure! Knowledge! Hear foreign lands, listen to news as it's made—this and more awaits you.

Listening to short-wave broadcasts from overseas gives you a fascinating opportunity to obtain the best entertainment of the whole world, to get first-hand accounts of current happenings from the very places where they are occurring, and to gain a better understanding of the people who live on the other side of the earth, by hearing the same music, drama, comedy and news commentary that they hear.

If you happen to be a student of foreign language, short-wave listening can give you the chance to hear that language on the air, spoken in conversational form with the native accent, a rare chance indeed.

In addition, there's much enjoyment in store for the active hobbyist who goes in for short wave. By writing to many

Hammarlund HQ-140X advanced-type receiver for short-wave listener and ham.

National NC-98SW medium priced short-wave and ham set has great sensitivity.

Hallicrafters model SX99 medium priced set offers AM broadcast and 3 SW bands.

Hallicrafters S-38D low cost short-wave set with broadcast band and 5" speaker.
You too can tune in on the world, all you need is a sensitive receiver like the National NC-188.

of the stations you hear, you can collect a series of colorful, attractive cards which with the stations acknowledge their overseas listeners. And, if you like the feeling of being first-to-know, the on-the-spot news bulletins which you'll hear on your short-wave receiver will give you an advance on events not made generally available till the next day.

Short-wave stations exist on almost every spot on the globe. A good example of what you'll have to choose from is Radio Haiti, broadcasting from Port-au-Prince, Haiti. From this tiny country you can hear feature shows, popular Haitian music, and classical music programs announced in both French and English. Radio Haiti, transmitting on 1.325 megacycles (4VW), 6.200 mc (4 VWH) and 15.240 mc (4 VRW), likes to hear from listeners and will verify all correct, complete reception reports. Their address is Box 737, Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Incidentally, they'll be glad to play your requests on "Your Music Caravan," broadcast each Thursday at 2130 and 2230, and Sundays at 1800-1900. A complete listing of programs and times from stations throughout the world may be found on pages 38-39.

Short-wave listeners are fortunate in that there are quite a few excellent receivers available at all price levels. These are made by manufacturers who have specialized in such equipment for years. A complete rundown of short-wave receivers is given later, but first here are some tips to aid listening to the short-wave bands.

Short-wave broadcasting stations transmit between three and thirty megacycles generally within the bands designated for this radio service. There are six major international short-wave bands and four of lesser importance. The list on pages 38 and 39 will be helpful in finding these bands. Since most short-wave radios produced in the
AROUND THE CLOCK

If you are an "Early Bird" and can listen before sunrise, stations in the Far East and Pacific areas will be heard on 19, 25, and 31 m.b. After dawn the stations in Europe, Africa, and South Asia will be found on 11, 13, and 16 m.b. Here are some stations heard in the early morning hours.

0200-0545 Radio New Zealand 9.540 mc. (ZL2) broadcasts a variety of programs in English. Sign off Sundays is 0500.

0230-0245 Radio Tahiti 6.135 mc. has English news and features.

0400-0430 The Call of the Orient, Manila, Philippines 21.515 mc. (DZ18), 17.805 mc. (DZ16), 15.300 mc. (DZH9), 11.855 mc. (DZH8), 9.730 mc. (DZH7), has English with news at 0400. This station will soon have a 50 Kw. short wave transmitter on the air.

0415-0445 Radio Demerara, British Guiana has a request program of Oriental music on 5.981 mc.

0530-0600 HLKA Seoul, Korea 9.640 mc. has English and music, often Oriental. At 0615 there is an English By Radio lesson.

0600-0700 The Voice of Indonesia, Djakarta 9.710 mc. has programs in English with news at 0615. This winter listeners could hear direct reports on the Civil War on these islands. Western listeners may also listen at 0930-1030.

0815-0900 Lisbon, Portugal 21.495 beams English programs to Goa.

0830-0845 Helsinki, Finland 15.190, 17.800 has a DX program in English the first Monday of each month. Also heard at 0630.

0900-1000 HCJB Quito, Ecuador 17.890, 15.115 is heard with "Morning in the Mountains".


When there is time for "Daytime Dialing" the higher bands are the best for DX listening. As the hours pass during the afternoon, it will be noted that stations in Europe and Africa gradually come through on the 25 and 31 m.b., with 49 m.b. opening just before sunset. Here are some stations to look for during the day.

1000-1130 Radio Kabul, Afghanistan 18.637 mc. with news in English at 1045.

1120 Voice of M.T.D., New York has been heard Sundays with Maritime news on 19.850, 15.850, 15.700 mc.

1315-1330 Vatican Radio has English news and comments on 15.120, 11.685, 9.646, and 7.280 mc.

1530-1800 Voice of Tangiers 9.435 mc. carries English religious programs. Sign off Saturday and Sunday is 1815.

1600-1700 United Arab Broadcasting Service, Cairo, Egypt 11.990 mc. beams English programs to Europe. Mostly music with news at 1615.

1630-1730 The Voice of Zion, Jerusalem, Israel 9.008 mc. is now broadcasting English at this time, 30 minutes later than formerly broadcast.
1800-1900 Radio Japan, Tokyo 17.855 mc. (JOA24), 15.325 mc. (JOB21) beams to Eastern North America, in English for the first 50 minutes. Radio Japan News is an excellent monthly paper sent out to listeners.

During the hours of darkness the "Night Owls" find stations from most areas of the world. In the evening European and African stations beam programs to North America on 16, 19, 25, and 31 m.b. Latin America stations can be heard on all the bands they broadcast on, and stations in the Far East and Asia will be found in the 16, 19, and 25 m.b. In the later evening South Pacific stations will be located at good strength in 13, 16, and 19 m.b.; and stations broadcasting for listeners within Europe and Africa will sign on with their morning programs on 25, 31, 41, and 49 m.b. Here are a few that can be heard during the evening.

1930-1950 Rome, Italy 15.400, 11.905 has English to North America. This is repeated at 2205-2225 for West Coast listeners.

1930-2015 Radio Pakistan, Karachi 15.335, 11.885 is heard well in the U. S. and has English news at 2000. Oriental music is often played.

2030-2045 Voice of Free China, Formosa is now beaming to North America at this new time in English on 17.810 (BED63), 15.345 (BED57).

2045-2115 Radio Sweden, Stockholm 11.810 is heard well in the eastern U.S. There is a repeat for the West Coast at 2215-2245. On Mondays the last 10 minutes is Sweden Calling DXers.

2200-2230 Radio Peking, China has English to North America on 17.745 and 15.118 mc.

2215-2255 Voice of Spain, Madrid is on 9.363 after trying 9.585 mc. in parallel with 6.130 to North America. This broadcast is repeated at 2315 and 0015.

2255 Baghdad, Iraq is heard signing on the new 100 Kw. transmitter on 6.190 mc. with 7.180 in parallel.

2329-0045 Radio Australia, Melbourne 21.680 mc. (VLA21) is usually strong in the African Service. At this same time 21.540 and 17.840 are heard beamed to Southeast Asia.

0000-0030 Radio Japan 17.855 mc. (JOA24), 15.325 mc. (JOB21) are heard with English to Western North America. They want reception report and verify with attractive QSL cards.

0000-0130 ELWA Monrovia, Liberia 11.986 mc. and 21.505 mc. is beamed for African listeners, but usually is strong in the U. S. At 0145 they continue with programs for West Africa including the B.B.C. news at 0200 on 4.771 and 21.505 mc.

0030-0045 HLKA Seoul, Korea 11.930 mc. has news in English.

I hope that these tips have been helpful, and I invite you to tune in during the Listener's Post mailbag program and hear the DXers' Corner, 10 minutes of the latest tips. This is heard on Radio 4VEH, Cap-Haitien, Haiti Saturdays at 0500 and 0930 over 11.850 and 9.635 mc. and Mondays at 2130 over 17.820 and 9.603 mc.

Times in this article are given in Eastern Standard Time using the 24 hour clock. To convert to other times do as follows:

- For Atlantic Standard Time ADD 1 hour;
- For Central Standard Time SUBTRACT 1 hour;
- For Mountain Standard Time SUBTRACT 2 hours;
- For Pacific Standard Time SUBTRACT 3 hours.

Then if your area is on Daylight Time ADD 1 hour.

Common ABBREVIATIONS used in this article.

mc. for megacycles         m.b. for meter band(s)        Kw. for kilowatt(s)
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United States are marked in megacycles, the frequencies are listed here in megacycles. The wavelengths are in meter bands. Asterisks precede the major bands.

**Buying a Receiver**

You are lucky if you are in the market at the present time for a short-wave receiver, for listening to foreign and domestic stations. Sets covering a wide range of frequencies have reached a very advanced stage of development, and are available in a wide range of prices to suit any pocketbook.

What makes one set better or poorer than another? Probably the most important feature of a modern receiver, because of the crowded state of all the short-wave bands, is selectivity; that is, the ability to separate adjacent stations. Selectivity goes up with the number of tuning circuits and associated tubes, and obviously so does cost. Small sets with a minimum number of circuits suffer from a bad effect called "image response," wherein two stations of different frequencies often appear on the same spot on the dial.

Coupled with selectivity is smoothness of tuning. This is as much a mechanical as an electronic matter. Dial-drives vary from simple cord-and-pulley systems to complex spring-loaded gear boxes, the object in all cases being the elimination of backlash. In some receivers the main tuning dial is supplemented by an auxiliary "band spread" dial, by means of which all or certain portions of the scales can be stretched out to make tuning easier.

A third essential characteristic is stability, or the closeness with which a set holds its dial settings. An unstable receiver requires constant fiddling with the tuning controls, and is a nuisance rather than a source of enjoyment. Stability is achieved with the aid of rather complicated temperature-compensation devices and with heavy, rugged chassis construction. All sets wander a little after a cold start, but the good ones settle down to rock steadiness after about twenty minutes. One new receiver, designed for critical communications service, embodies an oscillator-compartment heater that is on all the time the line cord is plugged in, whether the set's switch is on or off.

Oddly enough, sensitivity, the ability to pick up weak signals, is not really as important, relatively, as selectivity and stability. Most short-wave receivers have more "gain" or amplification than can be used under ordinary circumstances. Turned up full, they are so sensitive that they respond to all sorts of random electronic agitation in space, sometimes thousands of miles away. This comes out of the loud speaker as a disturbing background noise, which often blankets desired radio signals. The endeavor of set manufacturers in recent years has been to devise means of improving the signal-to-noise ratio, not merely to increase the sensitivity alone.

You have a fine choice of fifteen dif-

---

**Students of French benefit from news programs like this, on short-wave station Radio Haiti.**

**Popular Haitian music is just one of the many entertainment treats available on short-wave.**

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
ferent receivers produced by four differ-
ent firms.
A feature common to all these sets is the inclusion of the regular AM broad-
cast band. While this seems superfluous in a "short-wave" receiver, it is actually a convenience for picking up local news, weather and time broadcasts.
To assist you in making a selection, the sets are classified herewith by price, rather than by manufacturer.

Under $100:

$100 to $200:
Hallicrafters S-85. Four bands, 540 kc. to 34 mc. Eight tubes. Built-in 5" speaker. $120.
Hallicrafters SX-99. Four bands, 540 kc. to 34 mc. Seven tubes plus rectifier. No loudspeaker. $150.

(Beginning at this price level, receivers do not include loudspeakers, mainly because there is no longer room for them; the chassis are occupied by additional circuit elements. Matching loudspeakers are available, at prices from about $15 to $20. Any medium-size permanent magnet speaker in a small box can be used, at an appreciable saving.)

Above $200:
Hammarlund HQ-140XA. Six bands, 540 kc. to 31 mc. Ten tubes plus voltage regulator. No speaker. $250.
Hallicrafters SX-62A. Six bands, including the FM broadcast band, 540 kc. to 109 mc. Fourteen tubes plus rectifier and voltage regulator. No speaker. $350.
National NC-183D. Five ranges, 540 kc. to 55 mc. Fifteen tubes plus rectifier and voltage regulator. No speaker. $450.

Specifically excluded from the foregoing list is a group of six special receivers designed to cover only the amateur bands and nothing else. These are the Collins 75A-4, Hallicrafters SX-101, Hammarlund HQ-110, National NC-300, Harvey-Wells R-9, and RME/Electro-Voice 4350A.

The recognized ability of short-wave signals to bend around obstructions and to permeate seemingly enclosed places makes the use of elaborate antennas unnecessary. Almost any piece or length of wire serves the purpose. Theoretically, the aerial should be strung out in the open, as high and as clear as possible. A length between 50 and 100 feet is usually recommended.

With absolutely nothing connected to the antenna binding posts, most high-grade receivers pick up enough energy by themselves to give strong signals through a loudspeaker.

One of the greatest but least appreciated aids in short-wave DX hunting is a pair of earphones, popularly referred to as "cans." Earphones are fantastically sensitive, and with them you can often identify programs and stations that are just a smear of noise in the loud speaker. Every short-wave receiver has an earphone jack, connected so that the speaker is cut off when the phone plug is inserted.

Excellent phones can be bought for as little at $2.00, and the best grade crystal type cost about $13 or $14.

The best time to listen is when you have the time to do so.
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Electronics in Medicine

By George Bay

Electronics is in the battle against heart disease, mental illness, and other ancient enemies of man.

MEDICINE, the art of healing, is the oldest science, preceding even the study of the stars to the very dawn of human history. It is a curious fact that in our time this oldest science is becoming closely allied with the newest of sciences: electronics.

Yet this alliance of the seemingly dissimilar sciences of medicine and electronics is not as strange as it seems at first glance. After all, our knowledge of electricity was from the beginning related to biology. The twitching frog leg was the first indicator of electric current flow, long before the invention of other indicating instruments. The effect of electric currents on the living body has ever since been the subject of research.

Nowhere are the inroads of electronics into modern medicine more evident than in the operating room. The surgical arena of a large, modern hospital equipped with the latest innovations, almost looks like the control room of an automated factory. Around the operating table, a whole array of electronic instruments keeps track of the patient's reactions during the progress of the operation.

Fluoroscope used to study motion in the abdomen for digestive disorders. This machine will also instantaneously make X-ray films of any findings.

Dr. Ted Leigh
Instant display of many vital measures of heart and lung action of patient on table are shown on instrument above. This is used to help diagnose lung ailments and during heart operations. Right, new ultrasonic dentist drill uses agitated aluminum oxide solution for cutting, is said to be virtually painless.
The infrared microscope, shown above, is one of the latest electronic devices used by pathologists to study makeup of human tissue for diagnosis.

Color television camera above the operating table observes every step of surgeon, is great help to doctors in training. Films can also be made.
There are electronic blood pressure monitors which gage the force of the blood through special transducers operating on the principles of variable capacitance. They require only very little physical power to be exerted by the blood in the veins and arteries and hence even the smallest pressure variations can be picked up and amplified. Another new electronic aid to the surgeon and the anesthetist are the so-called pH-monitors, which keep track of the acidity of the patient's blood.

Lately a kind of computer has been devised which keeps watch over the patient while he is under anesthesia, gaging his vital functions, such as heartbeat, breathing rate, temperature, etc. From these data the computer then calculates the dosage of anesthetic necessary to maintain unconsciousness at the desired depth and administers this dosage through electronically activated automatic controls. Such a computer, equipped with all kinds of error-correcting safety devices, practically eliminates the element of human fallibility from the critical task of producing and maintaining anesthesia.

In one of the most daring fields of surgery, operations on the heart, new electronic devices have sharply reduced the risk of death. Such equipment includes an electrocardiograph with both cathode-ray and pen-recorder displays, a heart-rate meter, in addition to a thermistor thermometer and an electronic blood pressure monitor. This enables the surgeon to keep posted on the condition of the heart during the operation and forestall trouble before it reaches a critical stage. Even if the heart should fail under the strain of surgery and cease beating, electronic devices such as the cardiac stimulator and defibrillator can call the patient back to life where formerly a fatal outcome would have been inevitable.

This remarkable device that can return life to a heart lapsed into standstill is basically a low-frequency pulse generator whose output is fed to the heart through rod electrodes inserted through the open chest. The waveform and sequence of the pulses follow the pattern of the natural heartbeat that was previously determined by means of the electrocardiograph. Many of these aids were sponsored by the National Research Council of Canada.
A "private ear" (wireless microphone) hides behind the mirror picking up threats of blackmailer. A radio and tape recorder are in another room.

All About Bugging

By James A. McRoberts

The story of hidden microphones—how and why they are used. Also, how to build a wireless mike.

Hidden microphones can provide much fun at parties. They provide a good basis for mind reading tricks and the like. More sinister though is the "bug" in the hands of a blackmailer. The papers have been full recently of the use of hidden microphones to pick up private conversations of labor leaders and government functionaries.

Think you are safe holding a secret conversation on the street? Well, maybe, but if you notice someone in your vicinity with a hearing aid showing, be careful, a fiber cylinder strapped to the.
Cylinder on front of hearing aid (top) makes it directional for street conversation pickup.

Microphone taped to flashgun socket adapter is used with reflector for distant sound pickup.

Front of a hearing aid acts like a megaphone in reverse. It is simply pointed towards the talkers; with a sensitive pickup, conversations one block away can be recorded.

This is an example of a simple on-the-person "bug." Wired types are also widely used.

Nearly all varieties of microphones require some form of amplifier to boost their weak signal output to a usable level for recording or direct listening. The modern transistor saves space, weight, and battery power. About 4 transistors do the work of 3 tubes.

Almost any microphone can be used with nearly any amplifier if impedances are matched closely. For short runs, a high impedance microphone is generally used and no matching is required if the amplifier has a high impedance input connection or jack. For example, a standard tape recorder-type crystal mike is a high impedance job and plugs directly into the high impedance input of a tape recorder or other amplifier.

The same high impedance input can be used with a low or medium impedance type mike for long cable runs if the proper value of matching transformer is inserted between the mike and the input.

Unusual "Bugs"

Sometimes the stylus of an ordinary phono pickup is replaced with a bent
PARTS LIST

Capacitors:
C1—.01 mfd. ceramic disc
C2—50 mfd., 25 v., miniature electrolytic
capacitor
C3, C4, C5, C6—.001 mfd. ceramic disc
C7—45 to 380 mfd. variable mica padder
C8, C9—.001 mfd. ceramic disc

Resistors:
R1, R2—47,000 ohm, 1/4 w.
R3—33,000 ohm, 1/4 w.
R4—3300 ohm, 1/4 w.
R5—2200 ohm, 1/4 w.
R6—10,000 ohm, 1/4 w.
R7—470,000 ohm, 1/4 w.

Misc.
L1—14 or 15 turns of enamel or hookup wire
wound on L2

L2—Transistor tapped "Vari-loop" antenna coil,
with tunable slug
T1—Midget transistor transformer (Argonne
model AR-103)
TR1, TR2, TR4—2N35 transistors
TR5—2N94 transistor
M1, M2—Midget reluctance microphone (Shure
MC11 or MC20)
B1, B2—9 volt transistor type batteries
PL1, PL2—Midget plug and jack
TS1, TS2—4 lug terminal strips
TS3—3 lug terminal strip
Case—Miniature plastic case (Lafayette Radio
MS315)
12 alligator clips
2 pairs of battery clips
Coil of #24 plastic covered hookup wire
12" of spaghetti tubing
Midget knob

A complete wireless broadcaster, small enough to fit in the palm of your hand, may be built by using the parts listed above and wiring them according to the guide shown below. The schematic for this unit is on the facing page. This device measures about 2 1/4" x 5 1/2" x 1 1/2" and uses five transistors. It will broadcast any sound it picks up to any ordinary radio in an adjoining room or farther. Parts are all easily obtained.

Electronics Illustrated
wire to pick up vibrations from a door panel or a window pane and convert these sound waves into electrical currents.

A very common "bug" in industrial plants and factories is the intercom system. Here the intercom is simply turned to "listen" and the conversation at the other end can be recorded.

One clever ruse is to use a low impedance mike attached to the bayonet base adaptor of a photographer's flashgun. When inserted into the gun the microphone will be at the focal point of the flashgun's reflector. The reflector picks up sound waves and converges them on the microphone diaphragm which will face the reflector. Two taped wires carry the microphone current to the amplifier via a matching transformer. The recorder hides in a briefcase, etc.

In an interesting case not long ago a private detective was employed by a young lady to trap an extortionist who had attempted to blackmail her. They were to meet in a public park near the young lady's home. Mr. Detective posed as a weary free-lance photographer eating a delicatessen sandwich on a park bench just opposite the rendezvous.

The meeting took place on schedule. The detective diddled the flashgun across his knees for best sound pickup...
which he monitored on his earphone. Also, the same sound was recorded on a spring-driven wire recorder. With this record, the detective's client escaped the clutches of the crook.

**Wireless Microphone**

Wired microphones can not always be employed to "bug" a particular spot. The wiring may be too evident or difficult to install. In such cases wireless microphones are used.

In these gadgets the sound is picked up by a mike, amplified, and transmitted on a standard broadcast-band frequency. The radio signals are picked up just like those of a broadcast station on a radio set nearby, say in an adjacent room.

A complete wireless microphone and broadcaster may be made by following the wiring guide and photos. A small plastic case houses the complete unit which includes five transistors. First glue down transformer T1, the microphone M1 and two terminal strips TS1 and TS2. Drill a hole in the top of the case for the tuning coil L2 next to jack J2 which comes on the case. Drill a hole on the bottom for the screw which secures the battery holder to the case.

Capacitor C7 is soldered by doubled-up hookup wire to the black- and green-dot lugs on coil L2. The outer leaf of the capacitor connects to the black dot via its terminal lug. Capacitors C8 and C6 are soldered to the coil prior to mounting the coil in its \( \frac{3}{4} \) hole.

Coil L1, consisting of 14 or 15 turns of enamelled or hookup wire is wound on assembled coil L2 prior to mounting. Leave leads long since these may have to be reversed if the oscillator does not work right off.

Enamel wire may be used to connect a second microphone, M2, to plug PL1. Thus one could put the "bug" near a radiator and run the mike wires under a carpet to the opposite side of the room. If excess hum is encountered reverse the leads to M2. Do this before actual use, in a shop tryout.

To operate the wireless microphone, snap the connectors onto a 9-volt battery and push it into the clip. Rotate the coarse adjusting screw on C7 while listening to a radio tuned to a quiet spot in the middle of the broadcast band. With the "bug" within a few feet of the set a whistle should be heard. You may now use the fine tuning for tuning over about a third of the broadcast band. If a whistle is not heard, reverse connections to L1. If still no whistle, cut off battery and recheck connections.

[Continued on page 104]
Part 2 in this series explains the electron theory of matter and how electrons travel in a conductor.

This photo taken with the newly developed ion microscope shows how atoms (white dots) of platinum combine in a crystalline-type molecule.

It isn't surprising to learn that the science of electronics depends upon that tiniest particle called the electron. Not only that, but much of what we experience in life is explained by the electron theory of matter.

The scientist calls matter "anything which occupies space and has weight and dimensions." In a general way, then, we can see that matter is anything which can be detected by one or more of the five human senses.

Now any object of matter is thought to be made up of a huge number of tiny particles called molecules and each substance has its own particular molecular structure. Going even further, however, we find if we break apart a molecule, of water for example, it splits into two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. From this we gather that while the molecule is the smallest possible particle of a compound, the atom is the very tiniest part of an element.

But suppose we go even beyond this and look inside the atom. There we will find that it is constructed somewhat like our own
solar system, with a central sun (the nucleus) and a number of planets (the electrons) revolving around it in their orbits. The nucleus comprises a number of particles called protons, which are actually units of electricity, said to be positively charged.

Similarly, the planets revolving around the nucleus are called electrons, tiny particles of negative electricity. It should be understood that this explanation is somewhat simplified, for it is now known that there are sometimes electrons in the nucleus as well, and there are some other minor types of particles within the atom. As electronics workers, however, we will be primarily interested in the planetary electrons.

From this it is plain to see that all matter as we know it is basically composed of just two things, electrons and protons. Since all electrons and all protons are alike, the difference in characteristics of various substances, such as gold, silver, tobacco smoke or soda pop, is simply and entirely dependent on the number and position of the protons and electrons which make up each tiny atom.

Electrons and protons are called electric charges because of the manner in which they react to one another. Electrons tend to repel each other with relatively enormous forces, and protons react against other protons in the same way. But electrons have an equally strong attraction for protons, and protons feel the same way about electrons.

This fact provides us with one of the basic electronic laws: Like charges repel and unlike charges attract. If this were not so, atoms and molecules would be flying apart in all directions. It is only the attractive force between the positive charge of the nucleus and the negative charges of the planetary electrons which holds them together.

Often, however, this delicate balance between charges within the atom or molecule may be easily upset. The substance may readily lose a few electrons from the outermost orbit, or this same orbit may be constantly seeking to add a few more.

If either of these two events actually occur, the body itself is said to be charged. As an example, consider the old trick of running a comb briskly through the hair and then using it to pick up bits of paper by static attraction. In this case friction has caused the comb either to gain or lose some electrons, and thereby to become charged.

If the comb has lost electrons, the negative charges out in orbit no longer cancel the positive ones in the nucleus, and the substance is said to be positively charged. If on the other hand the comb has added extra electrons, their force now exceeds that in each nucleus, and the substance is negatively charged. This leads us to another fundamental electronic law: A negative charge indicates an excess of electrons, while a positive charge results from an electron deficiency.

When a body becomes charged, the condition we are discussing is actually one of static electricity. And at this point we should understand that man cannot generate electricity. We can cause electrons to move from place to place, yes, but whether we use friction to create the movement, or a dynamo or a solar battery, we are simply controlling electrons which are already there. A battery or generator no more creates electricity than a pump creates water.

There is another type of electron

*Electronics Illustrated*
movement within certain elements, wherein they are constantly shooting off protons and electrons. These elements are very unstable and their behaviour is called radioactivity. Their characteristics are constantly changing, but since they have such a large number of protons and electrons to begin with, the noticeable changes occur very slowly. Nevertheless, it is quite possible that in time a radioactive element will actually change into another element. Here in nature is a transmutation of the kind the ancient alchemists were attempting to perform by changing lead into gold.

Getting back to our hair-and-comb experiment, the charge developed between these two bodies can be easily discharged by the simple process of touching the comb to the hair without the earlier friction movement which set up the charge. But it is interesting to note that the bodies do not actually have to touch.

Suppose instead that one end of a copper wire touches the hair and the comb is touched to the other end. Now when we try to pick up the bits of paper with the comb, it won’t work. The charge has been equalized. But how? Well, obviously electrons must have moved along that wire from the negatively-charged body to the positively-charged one. There must in fact have been a flow of electron current.

This current electricity is much more important to electronics men than simple static electricity. The flow of electrons is well known as electric current when it flows through a wire, which is known as a conductor. But in electronics we don’t care at all about the state of that conductor.

Anything which will cause an electron flow through a conductor is called an electromotive force. This flow does not mean that each excess electron flows all the way through the conductor to the point of electron deficiency. It is more like the maneuver in croquet when you try to knock your opponent’s ball out.

In this case you hold your foot on your own ball so it won’t move. But when you smack it with the mallet, the opposing ball which was lying next to it goes flying. You could do the same thing with a whole string of croquet balls in line if you wanted to. Then you’d strike the blow at one end, but the ball at the other end of the line is the one which would take off.

This same kind of chain reaction occurs in a conductor. An electron near one end strikes another, that in turn hits still another, and so on until the effect is felt all the way down the line. Thus no one electron moves very far, but the effect of the electron flow is felt at all points along the conductor.

Now if we connect the ends of a copper wire to the terminals of a battery, a fairly sizable electron current will flow. But if we connect a carbon rod to these same terminals, the current will be much less. Obviously some materials are better conductors than others. Why?

It appears that the better conductors are those whose atoms will fairly readily give up an electron from its outer shell or orbit. The atoms or molecules of some materials, on the other hand, hold on to their electrons so tightly that it is difficult to free any electrons and cause them to move along in a given direction. Depending upon how strongly the atoms hold on to their outer electrons, they are called Resistors or Insulators.

In our next discussion we shall learn the relationship between electromotive force, electron current and resistance.
Electronic Countermeasures

By Philip Julian

The fascinating story of how electronics makes the enemy think you are not where you really are.

In any future war, electronic countermeasures, the silent, highly secret weapons which employ electromagnetic radiation instead of explosives, will play a dominant, perhaps even a decisive role.

Electronic countermeasures, or ECM for short, is a term applied to a variety of devices and techniques which can be employed to confuse and misdirect many types of guided missiles launched against our aircraft, ships, and other tactical and strategic targets. ECM also is employed to "blind" an enemy radar, confuse its operators, and disrupt the enemy's vital communications. Use of ECM frequently is called "electronic warfare."

One indication of the vital importance of ECM is the fact that the Defense Department this year is expected to spend close to half a billion dollars for electronic countermeasures. This is nearly 10 percent of all Defense electronic purchases and more than the U.S. spent for ECM through nearly four years of active fighting in World War II.

Because electromagnetic radiation from enemy, and our own, radars and radio communications equipment, penetrates beyond national boundaries, limited electronic warfare is being waged today as both sides probe the other's electronic defenses.

Objective is to determine the location of radar and radio transmitters and to analyze their operating characteristics in order to develop ECM capable of jamming or confusing the enemy in event of a shooting war.

This electronic probing, or reconnaissance, is carried out by aircraft, submarines and fixed installations.
equipped with extremely sensitive radio-radar receivers and associated equipment designed to record and analyze the characteristics of the enemy signals.

Occasionally a probing airplane or submarine ventures too close and enemy guns blaze, producing a small international incident. But the probing goes on.

**Passive ECM**

One of the simplest types of electronic countermeasures, and one of the first types employed in World War II, is called "passive ECM." The term passive implies that the device or technique does not itself generate or transmit any electromagnetic radiation, but seeks to change the nature of radar echos or prevent their return to the radar.

Perhaps the best known example of passive ECM is called "chaff," or sometimes by its World War II code-name of "Window." Chaff consists of thousands of strips of tinfoil, dumped overboard from an airplane, which produce the effect of false targets on radar scopes by reflecting back some of the radar signal. By proper seeding, it is possible to lay down a sort of chaff smokescreen which obscures the attacking aircraft from air defense radars.

First recorded use of chaff in World War II was made by the British in July 1943 against the deadly effective German anti-aircraft radars. The results, to quote a U. S. Government report, were “spectacular.” Royal Air Force losses were cut to a small fraction of those suffered in previous attacks. German radar operators were heard to exclaim: “The planes are doubling themselves!!”

The slow speed of World War II bombers resulted in a sufficiently small speed differential between airplane and drifting chaff to make it difficult to distinguish chaff echos from aircraft echos. Today, however, the 800 to 1,200 mph
speed of modern bombers has made simple chaff less effective and led to the development of more sophisticated types of ECM.

It is possible to build devices which focus radar energy much as a polished parabolic reflector focuses light waves. One such device, called a corner reflector, consists merely of three flat metal plates, each mounted perpendicular to the other two, with a common corner.

If one or more of these corner reflectors is mounted on a tiny rocket-missile or small drone airplane, it will reflect back a much stronger echo to the radar than normal for so small a vehicle. As a result the tiny missile or drone can appear to be a full-fledged bomber, misleading ground defense radars.

In the World War II Normandy invasion, the Allies outfitted a group of small motor launches with such corner reflectors which made them appear to be the size of a fleet of battleships on German radar scopes. These decoy boats made diversionary feints along the coast, fooling the enemy.

The dream of a perpetual motion machine, which occupied many amateur inventors a few decades ago, has been replaced by the dream of developing a "paint" which will make objects invisible to radar. Hardly a month goes by but what some inventor reports the discovery of such a technique, usually in the public press, but performance never comes up to claims.

Another approach to "blinding" radars is the use of destructive interference—similar to the anti-reflection coating used on camera lenses. Germans developed, and reportedly used, such radar camouflage on U-boats in World War II. Serious shortcoming of this technique is that it is very frequency sensitive. That is, it can conceal the object from radar reflections only for a relatively narrow band of radar frequencies.
Active ECM

Major portion of Defense Department's ECM effort is being devoted to "active" electronic countermeasures—equipment which generates electromagnetic radiation that is intended to overpower the enemy's radio-radar signals, to irritate or confuse its radio-radar operators.

Most elementary form of active ECM is called "jamming," although this term also is loosely applied to all types of active ECM. One of the earliest, and simplest, forms of jamming used a simple spark gap to generate brief, jagged peaks of noise—not unlike that produced in home radios by an electric razor.

When this, or similar, types of jamming are employed against radio communications, considerable power may be required to overpower and disrupt the service. Other, more sophisticated techniques can be used which require less power but which can be more disconcerting, and hence effective, against an enemy radio operator. One, called "bagpipes," consists of transmitting a sequence of different audio tones over and over again, producing a sound in the radio operator's ear like the wail of bagpipes.

Because radar receivers must be designed to operate from extremely low level echos, the power output of a jamming transmitter can be only a few watts, or several hundred at most—compared to the far more powerful jamming transmitters needed to obliterate enemy radio communications.

Radar has two basic means for establishing the bearing and distance to its target. The direction in which the radar antenna is pointing when the echo is received establishes the bearing to the target, and the transit time for the radar pulse to travel from the antenna out to the target and back determines distance to the target.

One way to fool a radar is to design an ECM transmitter, for an airplane for example, so that it transmits a series of pulses each time it receives one pulse from the enemy's radar. (Naturally, the pulses transmitted by the ECM equipment must be identical to those sent out by the radar in terms of repetition frequency, duration, etc.).

The enemy radar will then receive a series of "echos" from the ECM-equipped airplane, each delayed slightly from the other. This will produce a series of target blips on the radar scope, each at a slightly different range and the radar operator can not tell which is the true target and which are false echos.

Enemy interceptor aircraft and missiles which employ radar for guidance to their targets must have accurate information on target range in order to determine where to aim. If, for example, a bomber under attack carries ECM equipment capable of creating false range information in the interceptor/missile radar, the latter will be misguided and the bomber can escape.

Our newest bombers, the Boeing B-52 and the supersonic Convair B-58, both will carry belly pods filled with a variety of ECM equipment, both active and passive types.

U. S. Air Force currently has at least several ECM missiles under development. One, called the Quail, is being developed by McDonnell Aircraft; another, known as the Goose, is being produced by Fairchild Aircraft. Mission of these ECM missiles has not been revealed, but it is possible to speculate.

One might be designed to be launched from a bomber under attack, to lure away the attacking interceptor or missile. Another might be intended to operate over enemy installations, jamming their radar and/or communications. Still others may be designed to spread a smokescreen of chaff.

Fundamentally, any missile which employs radio, radar or infrared for guidance can be jammed or fooled by ECM—and this represents the bulk of our missile inventory. Only the ballistic missiles and other long-range surface-to-surface types are immune, because they employ inertial guidance which is completely self-contained and does not involve any electro-magnetic radiation.

Growing emphasis on electronic countermeasures has spawned a concerted effort in what is called "counter-ECM"—an effort to make our own radar, radio and missile guidance less susceptible to enemy ECM.
Henry and Me
Electronic Handymen

July, 1958
How to Buy Hi-Fi

An exclusive EI interview with hi-fi experts yields the answers you need to buy the hi-fi best for you.

GENERALLY those people who know the most about any particular subject are also too busy to write about it. If their knowledge can help us either in what we buy or in what we think, we seldom get the benefit of their help unless we know them personally.

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED thought about this situation long and hard and we think we have a way of extracting from the experts in a painless way such knowledge as would help our readers. Naturally, the method uses an electronic instrument—the tape recorder. We will interview for our readers experts in all fields of electronics—consumer as well as industrial and military. These interviews will be conducted by the Editor. The questions will be those that will bring out information of most use and interest for our readers. Your response to this feature will determine who we interview and how often.

For the first interview we chose Mr. Leonard Chase, partner and head salesman of the Electronic Workshop, a hi-fi sales salon in New York City and his service and installation man, Bob Tish. Mr. Chase has, himself, serviced and installed hi-fi, radio and television, and has a good knowledge of engineering practices. As a salesman he is very jealous of the reputation of his estab-
lishment. His methods are far from "high-pressure," he inspires confidence. The questions we asked started with the general and then became specific.

How much should a hi-fi set cost?
As with any other item there is a wide variation in price depending on quality, number of units and furniture desired. Usually you get what you pay for. You can buy hi-fi for as low as $135 or as much as $2,000.

Just how do you help someone who comes into your shop decide what is best for him to buy?
Well, I must discover what a customer needs and how much he has to spend, and this is a most difficult job for a salesman. If I show a customer a set that he likes, but is completely out of financial reach, he is kind of frustrated and may abandon the whole idea because he feels he can't afford good hi-fi. On the other hand, if I show him something too inexpensive he may feel that the shop doesn't have anything good enough for him. I think it's very important for the customer to know how much he wants to spend.

Do you think they are afraid to admit how much they have to spend?
Yes they are. They seem to think that if they mention one figure they'll end up being high-pressured into paying a little bit more. That's really not true; if you know how much you have to spend and indicate that it's the limit and you'll stick to it, the salesman will respect that figure. Incidentally, the buyer need not be ashamed of mentioning a low price. There are many modest cost systems available that sound fine.

What kind of information about the home and habits of the buyer do you need to know, to be able to recommend a suitable system for him?
Size of the room; amount of sound absorbent material in the room, such as drapes, upholstered furniture, rugs, etc., style of furniture, kind of musical tastes; whether the buyer will be listening to records only or whether he wants a radio tuner also; and where the system will be located within the room.

How about whether a buyer wants a popular priced packaged set or a system made up of individual components—or has

In his showroom in New York City, Len Chase tries to determine which hi-fi components will best suit the needs of a prospective customer.
everyone who comes in here already decided that he wants components?
No, many people come in here for a package, but they usually end up by realizing that components are far superior. Why is that?
There have to be compromises made in popular priced package sets so that they can maintain their low price despite their costly cabinets. Also, everything is contained in one cabinet of a set furniture style. Component systems however, can be installed into any cabinet or set of cabinets, or on bookshelves, or anywhere else. They can be pulled out and re-installed at any time. Most important though, when you buy, individually, every part of a component hi-fi system, you need make no compromises, you need have no weak links.
How can a buyer be sure he is going to get the best set-up for his money?
He should definitely go to a reputable dealer who will take the time to determine his specific needs. If possible, he should talk to someone who owns the kind of equipment he is considering.
Here's a question I know is important to our readers. Once a person has bought the components which you have helped him select, how does he go about installing them?
Actually, the equipment is very simple to install. Record changers come with all cables connected, amplifiers come complete, speakers are either sold in cabinets or can be screwed into the cabinet very easily. With a little common sense anyone can just plug one unit into another.
Can the average buyer trust his own ears when listening to a hi-fi set?
Many people who go shopping from store to store get very confused after a while and all sets start to sound alike. One thing a buyer should be sure to do during his shopping period is to go to a live concert, then he will know what to listen for. I've noticed in your showroom this evening that during several customer demonstrations you encouraged the purchase of a transcription-type record player. Do you recommend a manual transcription-type player or a record changer for the buyer?
You know, when a couple comes in to buy, the woman almost
Record changer or manual turntable? She wants more convenience, he's out for less distortion. Len Chase moderates — they're both right!

always wants a record changer, "because you can just put your records on and forget about it." The men, too, are often swayed by this convenience, and it's a very real one, if your listening is mainly in the form of albums and background music. The transcription turntable on the other hand, represents the height of engineering design, and provides less inherent distortion.

The current trend toward larger amplifiers has made me wonder, is there a minimum size amplifier that you would recommend? I would definitely not advise anything below a 10 watt amplifier. Whether more than a 20 watt is needed depends largely upon the efficiency and size of the speaker, the number of speakers and extension speakers used, the size of the room and the amount of sound absorbing material, the type of music played, how loud the listener likes his music, and other factors. Actually even though most music at home is played at less than 5 watts, the larger the amplifier the less distortion there will be.

How about tuners, when would you recommend an AM-FM tuner and when would you recommend an FM only? I rarely recommend an AM-FM tuner for listeners in any large city where there are several FM stations. However, when people live in smaller towns where there may be no, or at most one FM station, or where they must depend on reception from a nearby city, an AM-FM tuner is obviously called for.

Do you recommend the purchase of a tape recorder when someone is assembling his first hi-fi set? Good tape recorders lend another dimension to any hi-fi installation. They can be used to record, off the air, music and other things not always available in records. There is a wide variety of pre-recorded tapes now available with a fidelity that is breathtaking. Of course, right now, tapes are the only widely available sources of stereo. Yes, I would recommend that anyone buying hi-fi seriously consider buying a tape recorder as one of the components.

Now the $64 question—do you think the person who is interested in hi-fi should wait until stereo equipment comes down in price and stereo records are widely available? No, I don't. There are thousands of records and types of music which don't necessarily need stereo for maximum effectiveness. And those people who primarily use [Continued on page 111]
Assembling an FM Tuner Kit

We built and lab tested the EICO HFT-90—is it easy to assemble? How good is it? Here's El's report.

ELECTRONIC construction kits are now available for almost everything—from a $3 oscilloscope probe to a $1,000 analog computer. Engineers, radio-TV repairmen, hobbyists and home handymen have found in the electronic kit a way to equip their laboratory, test bench or workbench with accurate and reliable low-cost equipment. However, it is in the hi-fi field that the biggest impact has been felt.

Kit manufacturers whose initial interest was in the test equipment area are now channeling a major part of their production

The completed EICO model HFT-90. With cover the kit sells for $43.90. It is also sold for $69.90 factory wired.

Before starting to assemble the kit, check all the parts as you remove them from the box against the parts list.
into hi-fi. Amplifiers, tuners and speaker system kits are rolling off the assembly-packing line in ever-increasing numbers. But as the non-technical hi-fi buyer presents a growing market to the manufacturer, he also introduces new problems. Step-by-step instructions have to be simplified, refined and simplified again. Kit components must be identified so clearly that there will be no doubt in the novice’s mind whether a particular item is a resistor, capacitor or “slug-tuned frammisnoid.”

How successfully have the kit manufacturers met the challenge of the technically inexperienced? Can the average “handy with tools” individual put a kit together that will approximate the factory-wired model in performance?

This is the big question ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED has set out to answer for you. Each kit that we review will be assembled by a two-man team consisting of an engineer and a newcomer to electronics.

The novice will do the assembly and wiring, the expert will observe, taking notes and correcting any errors. The report will be written by the engineer on the basis of his notes and tests on the completed unit.

EI is going to pull no punches. We will print it as we see it. If the manufacturer wishes, his comments will be presented in conjunction with the EI report. By this approach we hope to render a genuine service to our readers. We will present honest reports, honestly done.

FM Tuner Kit

EICO (Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.) recently introduced an FM tuner kit, the model HFT-90 for $39.95. This we chose for our first hi-fi kit report. However, it should be pointed out that in an FM tuner poor wire placement, overlong resistor and capacitor leads, sloppy soldering, etc., can easily turn a well engineered product into a distorting, howling, humming monster. It is for this reason that a tuner kit is not recommended as a first hi-fi construction project. You can tackle it though if you’ve successfully completed other simpler kits.

First, a few general suggestions. As each terminal strip, socket or part comes up in the text, mark its code (XV7, TB3, T3 etc.) adjacent to it on the chassis. A lot of time will be saved when cross checking and the chance of error will be minimized. Check and

Mounting the tube sockets onto the chassis. Make certain they are screwed down tightly.

Bottom view of chassis with all major parts mounted and before the actual wiring is begun.
The tuning pointer is also the tuning eye, this is mounted on a special moving bracket.

The flywheel which gives the tuning knob a "solid" feel mounts in front of RF assembly.

double check the mounting positions of the tube sockets and the IF transformer terminals when you install the cans. If you later find you've made an error in the mounting of one of these, it must be repositioned correctly. Remember—lead length is critical!

Mechanical Assembly

Paul, who acted as the guinea pig for this report unpacked the kit as received from EICO. Using the tops and bottoms of the small cardboard parts boxes he checked and separated the hardware and components into separate small groups, read the general instructions and got to work.

The 7-pin miniature sockets used throughout the tuner were found to mount easiest if first one screw, washer and nut were loosely put in place, then the other, and then both tightened. It is very important that the tube sockets be mechanically secure to the chassis, as part of the socket's metal rims are used as grounding lugs. Paul found that he could position all major components correctly if he studied all of the pictorial diagrams first. Confusion about the mounting position of the tuning drive bracket for example, was resolved by consulting a view of the assembly at the rear of the manual.

The heart of this tuner kit is the conveniently preassembled "front end" prealigned and completely shielded within its own case. This part screws onto the chassis and connections to it are made at external terminals; no room for error here.

The instructions specify the length to which component leads should be cut. However, in several steps leads were too long by as much as 3/4". In general, the pigtail leads from resistors, capacitors and choke coils should be no longer than is necessary to complete the connection without physically straining the component itself. Trouble arises from leads that are too long, not too short.

Occasionally, Paul came across a resistor whose color-coding agreed with the instructions, except for the omission or change of the last silver or gold color band. This was not important since none of the circuits for which these resistors were intended are particularly critical as to resistor accuracy (which is what the band signifies).

Paul brought up the matter of frequent use of "spaghetti" in the wiring. "Spaghetti" in electronics (as opposed to that which accompanies meatballs) is the thin insulating tubing used to
The power supply circuits are wired first, here a lead is soldered to filter capacitor.

cover component pigtail leads. In general this sleeving should be placed over bare leads that cannot conveniently be shortened and hence might short out to chassis or adjacent components.

Paul found that wiring the 300-ohm flat twinlead to the antenna terminals of the RF assembly had to be done carefully, both to prevent overheating of the terminals and shorting the RF terminals to ground.

The dial cord assembly looked complicated, but went smoothly.

Two more points in the mechanical assembly needed clarifying. On first try, the bezel or front plate was mounted upside down. It should have been mounted with the control shaft holes closest to the top of the tuner. Also, though there are no instructions to that effect, the paper backing on the Plexiglas station frequency dial plate must be removed for the tuning eye station indicator to be visible.

As a final step, an ohmmeter was used to check out the power supply for possible short circuits. Everything tested fine. A 3-foot length of wire was connected to an antenna terminal and Paul, as the one who did all the work had the honor of clicking on the tuner. Nothing happened for a moment and then a little green exclamation point appeared, glowing through the dial scale. A twist of the station selector knob and the exclamation point contracted to the “on-tune” condition and beautiful hi-fi music filled the room.

Lab Report

Because of lack of accepted standards in the hi-fi industry, FM tuner sensitivity measurements are not particularly meaningful. One manufacturer’s rating of 3 microvolt sensitivity frequently corresponds to another’s 6 microvolts. For that reason EI checked this FM tuner by comparison with a “standard” (highly rated, factory wired) tuner for sensitivity, noise, audio quality, frequency response and drift.

How did the HFT-90 measure up? Several low-powered metropolitan broadcast stations (the unit was tested in Manhattan) which could be picked up cleanly with the “standard” tuner with no external antenna were received by the unaligned kit when a good external antenna was used. The strong stations were picked up well with only a short length of wire as an antenna. After the tuner alignment was “touched [Continued on page 105]
Three satellite relay stations will hover over Earth at fixed positions.

TV to Circle Globe

By Matt Johnson

Satellites now planned to orbit around Earth to make TV reception from Asia or Europe to U.S. a reality.

With a whole flock of satellites causing a traffic jam around the earth it may be well to pause a moment and ask: What good are the Sputniks and the Explorers and the Vanguards going to do us? We all realize, of course, that science is gaining tremendous knowledge, which in the final analysis will benefit every man, woman and child. But what about right now. What can we do with the satellites that will give us a return for the billions we—and the Russians—have invested in them?

The answer is in almost everyone's living room. Television. Television with a great big, capital T. World-wide video, reaching into every nook and cranny on the face of the globe. The best
in entertainment, drama, ballet, music and education from the United States, Russia, England, France—literally from almost every country on earth, available on a worldwide network.

For years, television engineers and broadcasters have dreamed of being able to pick up Europe "live". The best they can get is fragmentary DX reception—hardly worth the effort.

Now, with the satellites, we can have global coverage, and probably within the next few years. Up to now long-distance reception of television signals was impossible because at the high frequencies employed for TV (50 to 1,000 mc) the transmissions penetrated the ionosphere like a hot knife through butter, and disappeared into space. So we have had to be satisfied with line-of-sight transmission, and have built the highest towers possible to get extra distance. But the satellites could give us towers 26,000 miles high, and global TV.

To make such a system operable, the satellite must contain a transmitter capable of sending a signal we could pick up on earth, and a receiver capable of receiving a signal from earth. All of the satellites have transmitted signals powerful enough to be heard by receivers here, some as little as 1 milliwatt. And it is believed that at least one of the satellites had receiving equipment, so that we could key it to transmit a message when we wanted it, instead of keeping the transmitter on continuously.

Some of the latest equipment just unveiled has a power of 500 milliwatts, weighs 3 ounces, and is no larger than the earlier satellite types, about four or five inches. Since equipment is no problem, let's see how global TV would work.

The satellite would act as a relay station. Sitting thousands of miles above the earth, it would pick up television signals beamed at it, and transmit them to earth thousands of miles from their origin. As long as the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently high, the receivers could amplify the signals and rebroadcast them to local viewers.

Actually, this is a simplification. You may ask, if the satellite is traveling at 18,000 or so miles an hour, how would we be able to beam a signal to it accurately enough so that it could be received and retransmitted? And even if we could, the satellite would be over the horizon in minutes, so we'd get very little reception.

The answer to that is, of course, to use a satellite that is stationary so that once we got a fix on its location, we'd be able to hold it continuously.

This may sound odd, but it's not impossible. It all depends on how we launch the satellite. If we shoot up a satellite and send it orbiting over the equator in an easterly direction at about 26,000 miles or so from the center of the earth, at a speed of a little less than 7,000 miles an hour, we will have achieved our purpose. For at this speed and height, the satellite would match the speed of the earth's rotation eastward, and would therefore stay directly over one spot on the surface. In other words, if it achieved this orbit over the western
hemisphere let's say, it would hover over Brazil—probably forever—subject only to possible perturbations caused by the sun and moon, with possibly a tiny shift due to the distribution of the mass of the earth.

Once in such an orbit, intercontinental transmission could be achieved. However, true world-wide transmission would still not be possible, since the far side of the globe would still be in a video “blackout”, just as one side of the earth is always in darkness when the other receives the sun’s light.

Ideally, therefore, if we could orbit several such satellites at strategic spots about the earth, we could then bounce signals from one to the other, as well as back to the earth’s surface. In other words, if we sent aloft a sufficient number of “moons” so that each area of the earth we wished to cover were “visible” to at least one of them, we could achieve the global network.

One such system proposed would have three satellites, 120 degrees apart, one over South America, the second over Africa and the third over Southern Asia. A signal transmitted by a station in New York would be picked up by number one, which would bounce it to number two, over Africa, which would broadcast it to stations in Europe, and at the same time, relay it to number three, over Asia, which would rebroadcast it to Asian stations. The same relay system, of course, would work from the other satellites in returning European and Asian programs to the United States.

Such satellites would have to have enduring power. That rules out ordinary chemical batteries. The most likely source would be solar cells, which are currently being tested on Vanguard I. There is some suspicion that such photoelectric cells, exposed to raw sunlight in outer space, would be burned up in short order. Even if that should prove true, it should not be too difficult to devise a radiation-shielded window to cut down the strength of the sunlight.

Naturally, such equipment would be all transistorized, to eliminate the possibility of failure. But since there is always the slight chance of the unexpected happening, duplicate equipment most certainly would be carried, so if one receiver or transmitter failed, the second would automatically cut in.

We may have a very clear demonstration of the feasibility of television transmission from space soon. It is expected that one of our satellites to be launched during this International Geophysical Year will contain a small, rugged television camera.

One of the smallest such cameras under construction at this time, is being made by RCA. It is 3½” X 3½” X 7½”, and weighs slightly less than four pounds. It used a ½-inch Vidicon tube, and 8mm movie camera lenses. It is a completely transistorized device, with all components contained in the package described above. If it survives the shock of launching, we may be receiving pictures of our own earth from hundreds of miles high and photos of the stars and moon without the interfering layers of atmosphere that distort them so.

When we do—and it’s a pretty sure bet that we will—it will be but a short step before global TV.
Ham License Requirements

By Robert Hertzberg

WANT to operate your own shortwave station at home, or in your car, and engage in thrilling long distance communication with other "hams" all over the world? The privilege is yours—if you first obtain an amateur radio license from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Learn the location of the nearest FCC office, from the phone book (look under "United States"), or from your local post office; or get the information from the main office, whose address is Washington 25, D. C.

There's no age limit for "hams." The license doesn't cost a cent. The document itself is mailed out from FCC headquarters, and it is a combination operator-license authorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS—WHAT IT IS</th>
<th>HOW TO GET IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOVICE</strong>... Instituted to encourage the hobby of amateur radio. The exam is easy; lots of boys and girls of 12 pass it. Operating privileges limited to one &quot;ham&quot; phone channel and three radiotelegraph bands. License is good for one year and is not renewable. After a year the &quot;novice&quot; must either qualify for a higher license or go off the air.</td>
<td>Given only by mail. Get necessary papers from FCC, take test in presence of any holder of &quot;general&quot; or &quot;amateur extra&quot; class license, mail papers back to FCC. You must be able to copy dot-and-dash clear text code of 5 words per minute, and answer questions on elementary radio theory and regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERAL</strong>... This is the best ticket to get as it allows unrestricted operating privileges in all fifteen assigned &quot;ham&quot; bands, runs for five years, and is renewable regularly for life of holder.</td>
<td>If you live within 75 miles of an FCC examining point, you must take test in person. First part is a five minute transmission of clear text and numbers in the dot-and-dash characters of the International Code, at the rate of 12 words per minute. Copy any one minute of the message correctly and you can go on to the written exam, which consists of 45 questions of the multiple choice type and the drawing of five diagrams. If you flunk the code, you don't take the written, but you can return in 30 days and try again. Regardless of where you live, you may take the &quot;general&quot; test at any FCC point where it is given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONDITIONAL</strong>... The same operating privileges and some term as the &quot;general,&quot; but given by mail, in the same manner as the &quot;novice,&quot; for persons living more than 75 miles from an FCC office or physically unable to travel.</td>
<td>The same code and written test as for the &quot;general.&quot; Get necessary papers from the FCC, take test in presence of any holder of &quot;general&quot; or &quot;amateur extra&quot; class license, mail papers back to FCC. Doctor's certificate required to cover situation where you are unable to travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TECHNICIAN</strong>... Limited operating privileges; runs for 5 years and is renewable, but is hardly worth the bother. With just a little more code practice you might as well qualify for the &quot;general/conditional.&quot;</td>
<td>By mail only, as with the &quot;novice&quot; class. Consists of the 5 w.p.m. code test of the &quot;novice&quot; and the more difficult written exam of the &quot;general/conditional.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMATEUR-EXTRA</strong>... A special prestige ticket, exactly the same operating privileges and term as the &quot;general/conditional.&quot; Very few &quot;hams&quot; take the exam to obtain this ticket. The exam is waived entirely for persons who hold or can qualify for a &quot;general&quot; and can prove that they had &quot;ham&quot; licenses prior to May, 1917. For this reason it is known popularly as the &quot;grandfather ticket.&quot;</td>
<td>Can be token only by the holder of a &quot;general/conditional&quot; license with a minimum of 2 years experience. It involves passing a 20 w.p.m. code test in person and an advanced written test on theory and regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Invisible Switch

By Harvey Pollack
Use it as a burglar alarm, children alarm, proximity switch—1001 uses around the home, workshop, etc.

HERE is something you can find more uses for around the house than you can imagine. It will turn lights on or off as you enter a room; it will warn of children who come too close to your circular saw or other operating power tool; it will protect jewelry or other valuables against theft; or it will ring an alarm bell at the approach of an intruder to an outside door. And, there is no visible box or light beam to warn of its existence.

The applications of this proximity detector are limited only by your imagination. Since its action is based upon body capacitance, it requires no light beam as you would need for a photoelectric trigger system, or any other auxiliary equipment.

The heart of the invisible switch is the flat box at left. From it, a long thin wire is strung around the door; anyone coming within two feet of this wire sets off the alarm.
The oscillator coil (top) is wound on a commercially available form. Follow directions.

The two tube sockets are mounted to the bottom of board; fine tuning control at right.

Design emphasis in this model was placed upon reliability, personal safety, ease of adjustment, and long trouble-free operation.

A thin, unobtrusive piece of wire from 1 to 10 feet long is used as a “sensor” antenna and is placed near the object to be protected. As a person or animal comes close to the sensor, the additional electrical capacitance to ground provided by the conductivity of the body upsets a sensitive circuit which then pulls in a relay. The relay, as will be explained, may be arranged to open as soon as the intruder passes by or to remain closed or “latched in” once it is energized to serve as a self-maintained alarm system.

This model was designed to lie flat against a wall without tubes or other parts protruding from it. The parts layout shown here need not be followed too closely since the wiring is not particularly critical. Standard chassis construction may be employed, or you can build the entire device in a cigar box if you wish.

The wall-hugging, professional appearance obtained in the model illustrated here was achieved by building everything on the inside of a small aluminum chassis measuring 5”x7”x2”. Only control shafts and terminals appear outside the enclosure; these are located out-of-the-way at the sides of the chassis where they will not be disturbed inadvertently by passers-by. This fundamental design also permits the proximity relay to serve as a lamp base; bringing your hand close to the base turns on the light.

A small perforated bakelite subchassis...
sis is fitted across the 5” dimension of the chassis about 3” from one end. The subchassis carries most of the electrical parts; the isolation transformer, on-off switch, relay, relay capacitor, and coarse “tuning” control are mounted on the chassis. The inside of the main chassis should be marked off for mounting holes by placing these parts in their respective positions and using them as templates. Be careful to allow enough space between parts for free movement (variable capacitor must be able to unmesh fully and the relay armature must be clear of obstructions). Don’t make your work too difficult by crowding the parts so that you have no room to get in with a soldering iron.

Here are some other things to watch out for when placing the larger parts in position:

The coarse tuning control (C3) has a slotted shaft for screwdriver adjustment; this protrudes from the side of the chassis through a ¾” hole and must not be allowed to touch the metal of the case.

Leave room for mounting insulated binding posts, two for external connection to the relay contacts and one for the sensor connection.

Plan on a 3” length of ¼” bakelite or plastic rod which couples the shaft of the fine tuning control to its control knob on the outside of the chassis. The rod, which couples to the shaft by means of a ⅛” to ¼” brass coupler, must have unobstructed passage to the outside of the chassis. It’s so easy to forget this while positioning the components!

Finally, when placing the little bakelite subchassis in position, remember to allow room for the bottoms of the tube sockets and the wires that go to their lugs.

[Continued on page 102]
If you want the invisible switch to activate a control that stays on after the switch is tripped, a "latch-in" circuit is required, as shown here. A double-throw relay is connected to the binding posts of the switch box via a spring-return button; press to open relay.

The wiring guide for the invisible switch is shown on the facing page. The schematic diagram is shown below, the parts list is above. The unit need not be as compact as shown here, but don't deviate from the parts specified if you want foolproof results.
Convert Your Old Radio to an Intercom

By Paul Hertzberg

Make this baby sitter, garage-to-kitchen intercom, or front-door answerer from any table model radio.

How many times have you or your wife wished you didn’t have to answer the front door bell or talk to a salesman at the door? An intercom will help you dispose of these distasteful and time wasting tasks, but why buy one when you practically have one already in your home? Almost everyone has a small table model radio—with the addition of a few inexpensive parts, this radio can be made to serve as an intercom also.

The first step is to remove the power cord of the radio from the wall outlet. This will eliminate any danger of shock while working within the chassis. The knobs can be removed from 90% of all sets by simply pulling them off. Some may be held

To answer the front door, merely hold the "Listen-Talk" switch at the Talk position after flicking the bottom switch to "Intercom." The remote speaker on the outside also acts as a microphone for the caller. Total cost is $5.50.
on by small set screws. The chassis can be taken out of the cabinet by removing two or more small screws on the bottom or possibly at the back of the case.

Three parts are added to the radio: a toggle switch, a rotary switch, and a small transformer. Examine the radio's combination volume control and on-off switch. Notice that one terminal of the three on the side of the volume control is connected to the metal chassis. The center terminal usually has a paper capacitor (about .005 mfd.) between it and pin number 1 of the first audio amplifier-detector tube (12AV6, 12AT6 or 12SQ7). The wire at the third terminal has to be unsoldered and connected to terminal “B” of the added “Radio-Intercom” toggle switch. Connect a wire from the now-empty volume control terminal to connection “A” (common) of the switch.

Locate the two leads to the radio loudspeaker. Many times one of these leads is grounded to the metal frame. The other lead comes from the output transformer; it must be disconnected at the speaker and extended to reach terminal “1” of the new “Talk-Listen” rotary switch. Run a wire from the “2” terminal of the switch to the empty speaker connection (2S). If one of the speaker leads is not grounded to the chassis, simply run a short length of wire from the speaker connection “1S” to any convenient spot on the metal chassis. Make the connections from “1” to “4” and “3” to “6” on the “Talk-Listen” switch with short lengths of hookup wire.

The intercom transformer that is added has color-coded leads and it is

**PARTS LIST**

Intercom transformer—Stancor A-4744

Toggle switch, single-pole double-throw

Intercom switch—Centralab 1464

Loudspeaker—permanent magnet type, 4" to 6", 4 ohm

About 4' of insulated hookup wire

Intercom wire, as needed

Pointer, lever or round knob for “Talk-Listen” switch

---

*Wiring guide shows how to connect few new parts into radio. Location depends on cabinet.*

---
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All of the parts needed to convert the radio to an intercom (including the table-model radio) are shown at the left. Wire is missing.

Two holes are drilled in the side of the radio cabinet for the "Listen-Talk" and the "Intercom-Radio" switches as shown at lower left.

One lead of the "Intercom-Radio" switch is connected to the lug on the radio's volume control indicated below. Do not touch the on-off switch part on the back of the control.
After all new parts are wired into the radio, the chassis is ready to go into its cabinet.

necessary to ground one black lead and the green lead to the chassis. The brown lead is soldered to “C” of the “Radio-Intercom” switch and the remaining black lead to lug “6” of the “Talk-Listen” switch.

Intercom or ordinary lamp cord is used to connect the remote speaker to the radio. Connect one wire from the remote speaker to lug “5” on the “Talk-Listen” switch and the other to a chassis ground on the radio.

The physical placement of the two switches and the transformer depends upon available room on the chassis and in the radio cabinet. In my case, I simply drilled two holes in the plastic cabinet for the switches. The transformer was hung by one nut and bolt from the inside top of the cabinet. If you find insufficient room inside the radio cabinet, the parts may be mounted on a separate outside bracket or in a small box.

The remote speaker is mounted in a small box of wood or plastic. This box measures 5 3/4” x 5 3/4” x 3”. If plywood is used, an outdoor grade is recommended. Merely drill a number of 1/4” holes in the front of the box in any design that suits you. Varnish the box using a good grade of outdoor varnish and mount the speaker in the box, facing front. The wire from the radio may be connected directly to the lugs on the speaker or to two fahnestock clips, mounted in the box, which are connected to the speaker.

How can the speaker also be a microphone? Instead of sending a small electric current into the speaker and having it produce sound waves, you send sound from your voice into the speaker and have it produce a small electric current.

This small current passes through the transformer which matches the speaker to the first audio amplifier tube (usually a 12AV6, 12AT6 or 12SQ7). The tube amplifies the small current and passes it to a power amplifier tube (50C5 or 50L6) which drives the other speaker. The “Talk-Listen” switch merely selects which speaker acts as the mike.

In the majority of AC-DC table model radios made today you will not receive a shock if you touch the chassis. If one lead of the power cord coming into the radio from the wall outlet does not connect directly to the metal chassis, the chassis is not “hot.”

In the case where the chassis is “hot,” the best thing to do is, provide adequately insulated wire to the remote speaker and cover any exposed terminals with electrical tape.

Warmup time for the intercom is the same as for the radio.
the Commuter Travalarms

By Jonathan Paul

Sleep peacefully on your train or bus—this small unobtrusive alarm will wake you in time to get off!

ONE of the greatest disasters that can befall the commuter is falling asleep. As he sinks back wearily in his train seat after a hard day at the office, he struggles manfully to keep his bleary eyes open. He is successful for most of the forty minute trip—until the last five or ten minutes, that is. Then, blissfully unaware, he pulls into his station, snoring softly, and, still deep in the arms of sleep, he pulls out, as his wife fumes and frets, waiting for him to telephone from a station up the line.

Mulling over the situation as a matter of self defense (I am a sleep-inclined commuter), it occurred to me that an alarm of some sort would be the answer. Set it and forget it. However

The blissfully asleep commuter at left need never worry about passing his station and getting home late. The inexpensive transistorized Travalarms, in his pocket, will wake him with a high frequency tone in the earphone on time.
To change the tone of the Travalarm, a potentiometer may be substituted for the 620 K resistor, as shown on the right. Adjust the pot for the most pleasing tone, measure its resistance, and substitute a fixed resistor of that value. Note how the watch is held in the plastic case by perforated Bakelite at right center.

The cheapest clockwork alarm I could find was more than $7, and when I tested it, the buzz it emitted was barely audible when I was wide awake. The obvious answer was an oscillator attached to a timer, using a dynamic earphone to fit inconspicuously in the ear.

The perfect timer to use is a pocket watch of the inexpensive imported type. The watch used here cost only $1.90 plus tax in a New York City variety store and, most important, had no jewels, which simplifies connections. Mail order houses carry similar items.

All told, then, the "Travalarm" should cost between $5.50 and $7 depending upon how many of the parts you have.  [Continued on page 110]
The Electronic Brain

Do you have a question regarding anything electronic? Send it to us and we will query our ELECTRONIC BRAIN who will come up with an answer. This will either be sent directly to you or printed in a future issue of Electronics Illustrated if we feel it may interest many of our readers.

I often see broad white flashes on the picture tube of my TV set accompanied by crackling sounds from the loudspeaker. The odd part is that these effects come and go, being much more annoying during the daylight and late evening hours than they are around sundown. Can you help me locate the trouble?

It isn't often easy to diagnose TV troubles by correspondence, but this one appears to be quite easy to answer. The clue lies in the intermittent nature of the difficulty and the particular times the trouble is most likely to occur. Broad white flashes accompanied by "static-like" sounds are usually a sign of antenna trouble. Connections to the roof-top dipoles may be bad or there may be intermittent breaks in the feeder cable. The symptoms are related to winds; since the writer of this letter lives in a seacoast city, he has strong seabreezes during the day and landbreezes in the late evening hours causing his antenna to whip around. At sundown, he normally gets a calm spell so that the intermittent breaks are not in evidence. The cure is to replace the antenna and feeder wires. Repairs of existing antenna parts seldom help.

How can I receive signals from the artificial satellites now circling the Earth and those yet to come?

At the time of writing, the radios of both Russian Sputniks and the U. S. Explorer I are no longer transmitting. However, the Vanguard satellite is sending out frequency modulated radio signals on a frequency of 108.3 mc. If you have a sensitive FM receiver, you should be able to hear the emission from the satellite just above the highest FM broadcast station you can hear. Any receiver having sufficient sensitivity at 108 mc. will do, however. For example, you might build a superregenerative receiver using either tubes or one of the new high-frequency drift transistors with which to listen to satellite transmissions. We want to call an important fact to your attention, though: the next Explorer will not be broadcasting continuously because it was found that much of the valuable data sent to earth by Explorer I was lost over the oceans where there were no stations to receive the signals. Rather, the meteorological and atmospheric information will be recorded on tape and the data re-transmitted only when the satellite is over a receiving station. The station itself will trigger the transmitter by radio control.
I have often noticed that authors of technical articles when referring to recommended voltage measurements state that the readings must be taken with a vacuum-tube voltmeter. Don't all voltmeters measure voltage? How does a VTVM differ from others?

A device intended to measure any electrical "event" in a circuit must be so designed that it will not have any appreciable effect upon the operation of the circuit. In short, we don't want the circuit to behave differently as a result of the connection of the measuring instrument. An ordinary voltmeter in certain connections acts like a shunt or load on the circuit being measured; the current required to deflect the meter affects the circuit under test so that it no longer performs as it did before the addition of the meter. A VTVM, on the other hand, has an extremely high input resistance, hence it takes a negligible current to operate it. The VTVM's resistance is so high that, in effect, even after connecting it across the potential to be measured, it still behaves as an open circuit. As an example, consider the measurement shown here. We want to know the plate voltage of the tube so we connect an ordinary voltmeter between the plate and the cathode. The resistor in series with the plate may be very large in value so that even a small current flowing through it to satisfy the needs of the meter movement will cause a voltage drop that lowers the plate voltage. A VTVM needs so little current that this drop is inconsequential; thus the reading on the meter scale will actually be the tube's plate voltage.

What is the difference between a PNP and NPN transistor? When do you use the PNP type; when the NPN unit?

The difference between PNP and NPN transistors is largely a matter of the order of arrangement of the semiconductor materials in the body of the transistor. In equivalent circuits, their performance is identical. From the circuit standpoint, however, NPN and PNP transistors demand opposite battery polarities as shown in the drawings.

The collector current of PNP transistor increases when the base is made more negative while that of an NPN type increases when the base is made more positive. In DC amplifier circuits, for instance, where the current through a relay must increase as a result of a pulse of positive voltage applied to the base, an NPN transistor would be required. If the base is to go negative as a result of an incoming DC signal (as from certain photocells), a PNP unit would be called for. Except for such unique cases, however, either unit will serve as an amplifier or oscillator if battery polarity is correct.
Transistor Workshop

By Paul Hertzberg

Here's an ideal educational and useful kit for anyone, young or old, who wants to learn about transistors.

Transistors are used everywhere today, in computers, radios, ham equipment, control equipment and in experimental TV sets also. Now that transistors are readily available at low prices, about $1 or so, there's no reason why experimenters and hobbyists should not take advantage of their unlimited life and low current characteristics in more and more of their projects. However, to use transistors you should know something about them. One excellent way to learn how to use these little marvels is to assemble an equipment kit using transistors. One particular kit which uses transistors for ten different circuits is

The complete lab kit includes earphones, printed-wiring board, components and precut wire for ten different useable items from a radio to a timer.
Connection of parts is very simple, the leads of the parts are inserted in holes on board. Below part is symbol and number.

After scraping the printed wiring to remove dirt or grease, the leads are carefully soldered to wiring with low heat.

A separate card is supplied for each of the 10 circuits showing how to connect the components using the prepared leads.
the Allied Radio "Electronic Lab Kit."

The kit comes complete with relay, earphones, battery, transistors, resistors and capacitors, mounting hardware and wire. The parts are mounted in special eyelets in a base of insulating material. The leads of these parts are soldered to printed silver lines on the underside of the board. The secret of easy soldering here is to scrape away the thin layer of oxides that form on the silver.

One of the last steps in the mechanical construction is to insert the transistors into their sockets. It is at this point that extra caution must be observed with the fragile leads. The placement of the correct lead in the proper hole is a must. The top surface of the board is silk screened to show the placement of the various parts. A schematic symbol appears next to the part.

The instruction booklet, included with the kit, gives a schematic diagram, pictorial diagram and detailed explanation for each of the ten projects.

The ten circuits that can be made are:

1. A two stage broadcast band radio receiver using earphones. A length of wire is needed as an antenna.
2. An audio amplifier using one earphone as a microphone, the other to listen.
3. A code practice oscillator with a mounted key and variable tone output to the earphones.
4. A wireless broadcaster which makes it possible to send your voice through a regular radio. Although the output is measured in thousandths of a watt, it will transmit many feet. One earphone acts as a mike.
5. A photoelectric relay which can be used to control lights or buzzers when a beam of light is directed at it.
6. A capacity-operated relay setup which lets you control many electrical devices with a wave of your hand.
7. A voice-operated relay which can make gadgets turn on or off.
9. A timer circuit which can be used for timing photographic exposures.
10. A flasher for controlling lights.

All of the circuits use both transistors. Once the parts are soldered to the printed wiring board they are not moved. In order to change from one circuit to the next, you merely select the proper wiring layout on a small card. By plugging in all or just a few of 15 leads, the circuits can be changed.

The transistor lab is entirely safe because it uses only a small 6 volt battery as a source of power.

Additional circuits using one or both of the transistors are limited only by the imagination of the experimenter. The "Electronic Lab Kit" sells for $15.45, Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Careers in Astronautics
By Lloyd Mallan

Why be earthbound? Here's a field that will need electronics specialists as space frontiers recede.

Electronics technician works on laboratory model of an ionic propulsion missile engine.

How can we control flow of fuel and liquids in space flights? Electronics may hold key.

WHEN the first American spaceship takes off for a voyage around the moon, sometime within the next fifteen years, it will carry a crew of five. You may be one of them.

The fact that you are reading this magazine means that you are interested in electronics. One crew member on every space voyage must be an electronics specialist. More accurately, he must be an *astronautical* electronics specialist. At the moment of this writing, there are no such specialists. If you are now between the ages of 15 and 30, the future can be yours in an exciting, vitally important new branch of electronics. It is called astrionics—spaceflight electronics.

Without scientists, engineers and technicians fully specialized in astrionics, there can be no spaceflight. Not only will navigation and communications systems in space depend on the astrionics specialist, but the very achievement of a workable space-going craft capable of transporting human crews safely through the void will depend largely upon the new field of space-electronics for the success of its design. Unique electronic test instruments and devices not yet conceived will aid in “proving out” the components of future spaceships. Exotic fuels and metals, control systems for advanced rocket engines, sensing devices, warning systems, automatic guidance systems and automation of spacecraft in general will all be tested for reliability, either directly or
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indirectly, by astrionic gadgets. In fact, the majority of the spaceship components will be electronic in nature. Even certain types of rocket engines will some day (not too far off) be propelled electronically. A perfect example is the ion-drive rocket, which ejects charged particles for propulsion (EI—May, 1958). Two great organizations are already engaged in serious research to develop a usable ion-drive rocket engine. They are the Rocketdyne Division of North American Aviation, a privately owned corporation, and the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, a Government-subsidized Civil Service agency.

So it is hardly too early right now to specialize in astronics. Those who begin to acquire the proper background now will not only catch up with the future—but will be instrumental in creating that future.

How does one go about becoming an astronics specialist? Here are a few basic suggestions.

1. Write to all the firms listed with this article requesting information about job openings and training programs in the field of electronics.

From the answers you will receive (and these companies will all answer your query, since they are intensely anxious to train promising people for the future), choose those branches of electronics that appeal most to you. A great many of these branches will be based upon missile technology. For example, you will find job and training opportunities listed for missile guidance and navigation systems; digital or analog computers and control systems; electronic instrumentation and test equipment; telemetering; data reduction and data handling; radar; magnetic amplifier and transistor applications; antennas and microwave components—the list is quite long for engineers and technicians. On the other hand, you will probably be amazed by the current demand for creative scientists in the fields of applied research and analysis, pure research in solid state, infrared and microwave physics as well as in ex-

---
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Santa Monica, Cal.

**Mr. G. Maison**
Personnel Director
Cornell Aeronautical Lab., Inc.
4455 Genesee St.
Buffalo 2, N. Y.

**Mr. Philip F. McCaffrey**
Ford Instrument Company
Div. of Sperry Rand Corp.
31-10 Thomson Ave.
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
citation mechanisms, and basic electronic research as it applies to aeronautics generally. Some of the companies which have already established openings in the science of astrionics itself, are Convair-Astronautics, The Ramo-Woordridge Corporation and the Autonetics Division of North American Aviation.

2. On the basis of your choice, apply for a job—if you have the necessary background. If not, then acquire that background by reading everything you can find and understand which is related to missile-electronics. Many scholarships are now being offered to students by these companies. If you are either a high school or college student, apply for a scholarship—even if you will not be in a position to take advantage of it until after you complete your current curriculum. The important thing is to show your interest to a personnel director. He will not forget it. His company depends on such interest for growth in this age of space. In your letter of application express your inter-
est in terms of action. Ask advice about where to obtain source-material—books, pamphlets, technical reports—related to your chosen branch of astrionics (or missile-electronics). Request that your name be placed upon the company's mailing list to receive all their news releases, their annual report and other literature. It boils down to this: show the company your interest, rather than tell them of it. If you are not a student but generally earn a living in electronics, you can use the same approach profitably even though you may not be eligible for a scholarship. There is always on-the-job training as well.

3. Steep yourself in all—repeat ALL—aspects of spaceflight. Start with basic works in layman's language (unless you are an engineer or physicist) which explain the theory and function of rocket engines and airframes; the biological and physiological (often called the "human factors") aspects; the theories of wave propagation; the physics of the upper atmosphere; the physics of the macrocosmos (a fancy phrase for astronomy and radio astronomy); the science of cybernetics, or automation; the function and purpose of computers; electronic miniaturization; and all the modern theories of nuclear physics.

This last item might seem like quite an order—but it's not at all as tough as it sounds. You can start with illustrated books intended for young teen agers, if need be, regardless of your age. There is no reason to be ashamed of this. It's a way to start acquiring a background in modern science. One thing will soon lead to another and before long you'll find yourself reading works with ease that had previously seemed like so much Greek to you. Your basic interest in and knowledge of electronics generally will be a surprising help in the process. By now it should be obvious, however, that to be a creative and valuable specialist in the future field of astrionics you must have a grasp of the meaning of all of science.

It's mighty well worth the effort. The salary range for astrionic specialists will undoubtedly run from $10,000 through $50,000 annually for the top jobs and from $5,500 to $7,500 yearly for lesser positions. The man or woman (yes, astrionics is a career in which women with the necessary background can participate with little or no prejudice) who combines the creative insights and abstract knowledge of a physicist with the practical knowhow of
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Send For This **FREE** Booklet Today!

See how CREI home study prepares you for success in the expanding field of **ELECTRONICS**

Find out how CREI can help you to

- Better Job
- Better Pay
- Promotion
- Greater Security
- Greater Confidence
- Better Living for You and Your Family

All these benefits can be yours if you act now! Take that first big step this minute—No obligation whatsoever!
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Play It Safe

Danger from electric shocks is eliminated by the proper grounding of your appliances.

Robert Hertzberg

Attachment plug at left is hard-to-get two-prong polarized type. Finger points to the wider of the two prongs; this is the "ground" side of the circuit. Polarized plug can go into circuit only one way. Center plug is ordinary type, can be inserted two ways. At right is the new type three-prong polarized safety plug. The one longer, thinner prong is for ground.

Diagram below shows basic power wiring of old-style radio set. Note ground location.

Somewhat improved arrangement of power circuit, chassis ground is away from switch.

FIG. 1A

| SWITCH | TUBE CIRCUITS IN SET | 2-PRONG LINE PLUG | CHASSIS GROUND |

FIG. 1B

| SWITCH | LINE PLUG | CHASSIS GROUND | 1 = CHASSIS GROUND |

Electronics Illustrated
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THERE is a general impression that "grounding" the frames or cases of electronic equipment and household appliances renders them harmless from the shock standpoint. Sometimes it does, but with certain radio and television receivers this treatment can just as readily start a display of fireworks.

Without question, the worst offenders are transformerless radio and TV sets of the AC/DC "hot chassis" type, which have been sold by the million.

The basic power circuit of the AC/DC set looks like either Fig. 1A or 1B. In Fig. 1A, note carefully that the "chassis ground" goes to one side of the switch and one end of the tube circuits; in Fig. 1B, the chassis ground is connected to the other end of the tube circuits and one side of the line plug.

Now consider what can happen if you decide to replace the present two-prong line plug with one of those new "safety" three-prong plugs. These work with an adapter that fits existing two-prong outlets, or they go directly into new-type outlets especially made for them. You add a third wire to the line cord, and fasten one end under a chassis screw on the radio or TV receiver and the other to the round, protruding "ground" prong on the new plug.

Since the two existing wires of the line cord look exactly alike, you connect them to the two flat prongs of the plug without regard for their actual identity. This means that two combinations of plug connections are possible. Suppose that the first combination looks like that of Fig. 2A. You push in the three-prong plug. The switch is open, so nothing happens. Trace the whole circuit: the "hot" side of the power line goes to the plug prong that goes to the switch, the ground side of the power line goes to the far end of the tube circuits, and the extra ground wire goes to the chassis of the set. Since the second two wires, both "grounds," parallel each other, both ends of the tube circuits go to the same point; in other words, the tube circuits are short-circuited to themselves! However, no damage has been done because the circuit hasn't been energized as yet.

Now close the switch, and if there's still a light left working in the room trace the Fig. 2A circuit, or rather the dead short circuit, that results: hot side of power line, through switch, right
Left. Checking radio for its method of grounding. One test lead is on one plug prong, other test lead goes to clean spot on the chassis.

Right. Hot TV chassis is grounded by installing a ground wire under screw.

Far right. Extra grounding wire in AC/DC set is fastened under screw holding loop antenna to chassis.

back to grounded side of line! No matter what its rating, the line fuse will burn out and in all probability the switch in the set will weld shut.

Suppose the other combination of plug connections exists, as in Fig. 2B. With the switch off, you insert the plug in the power outlet. To your surprise, the filaments light up and the set starts working in normal fashion... with the switch off. How come? Easy: hot side of power line to far end of tube circuits, left end of tube circuits to center ground lead, and back through ground side of power line.

With sets of the Fig. 1B variety, the

If three-prong plug is added to circuit of Fig. 1A, short circuit occurs when switch is closed.

If connections of two outer prongs of plug are exchanged, danger of short circuit is removed.
wrong plug connections will again short circuit the line switch through ground. However, the other plug connections afford complete protection, as Fig. 2C proves. With the switch open, the set is off, since the hot line ends at the switch. If you accidentally touch the chassis while you are in contact with a water pipe, a radiator or some other grounded object, absolutely nothing happens, because the chassis is already connected to the grounded side of the power line, not merely by one but by two wires! The three-prong safety plug can be inserted only one way, so the protection is automatic and permanent. With an ordinary two-prong plug there is always the possibility of inserting it in such a manner that an ungrounded set chassis becomes 115 volts "hot" in relation to any ground. If you get between it and ground you can very easily get yourself killed.

Why Three Prongs?

You are probably wondering why a special three-prong plug should be needed at all. Why not simply use a polarized two-prong plug, having prongs of unequal size to match the unequal slots in power outlets? Connect the set chassis to the wide prong, which fits only into the grounded leg of the power line, and the set is safely grounded. This would be easy except for the fact that polarized two-prong plugs to fit common two-slot outlets are extremely difficult to obtain. Neighborhood hardware stores don't carry them at all, whereas they do have the new three-prong plugs and matching adapters. Only a very few electrical supply firms, catering to industrial customers, have polarized two-prong plugs in stock.

Sets using the arrangement of Fig. 1A are real stinkers, because the chassis ground must remain isolated ele-
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SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER
NO C.O.D.

Superior's
New Model
TW-11

Tests all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal, Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyatron, Miniatures, Sub-miniatures, Novals, Sub-minars, Proximity Fuse Types, etc.

Uses the new self-cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element testing. All elements are used according to pin-number in the RMA base numbering system. Model TW-11 does not use combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of tube.

Free-moving built-in roll chart provides complete data for all tubes. Printed in large easy-to-read type.

Model TW-11 — Tube Tester
Total Price $47.95
Terms: $1.50 after 10 day trial, then $6.00 per month for 6 months.

Superior's
New Model
Model 76

IT'S A CONDENSER BRIDGE
IT'S A RESISTANCE BRIDGE

- CAPACITY BRIDGE SECTION
4 Ranges: 0.0001 Microfarad to 0.005 Microfarad; .001 Microfarad to .5 Microfarad; .1 Microfarad to 50 Microfarads; 20 Microfarads to 1000 Microfarads. Will also measure the power factor of all condensers from .1 to 10 Microfarads.

- RESISTANCE BRIDGE SECTION
2 Ranges: 100 ohms to 50,000 ohms; 10,000 ohms to 5 megohms.

- SIGNAL TRACER SECTION
With the use of the R.F. and A.F. Probes included with the Model 76, you can make stage gain measurements, locate signal loss in R.F. and Audio stages, locate distortion and hum, etc.

Model 76 — All Purpose Bridge
Total Price $26.95
Terms: $6.95 after 10 day trial then $5.00 per month for 4 months.

Superior's
New Model
Model 70

AS AN ELECTRICAL TROUBLE SHOOTER
- Will test Transformers, Coils, Rectifiers, Heating Pads, Clocks, Fans, Vacuum Cleaners, Refrigerators, Lamps, Fluorescents, Switches, Thermostats, etc. • Will test all TV tubes for open filaments, inter-element shorts, burned out tubes, etc. (Will not test TV tubes for quality. An emission type tester such as the Model TD-55, TW-11 or TW-12 is required to test tubes for quality). • Measures A.C. and D.C. Voltages, A.C. and D.C. Current, Resistances, Leakage, etc. • Will measure current consumption while the appliance under test is in operation. Incorporates a sensitive direct-reading resistance range which will measure all resistances commonly used in direct-reading appliances, motors, etc. • Leakage detecting circuit will indicate continuity from zero ohms to 5 megohms. All resistances are $0.00,000 ohms.

AS AN AUTOMOTIVE TESTER
- Tests both 6 Volt and 12 Volt Storage Batteries • Generators • Starters • Distributors • Ignition Coils • Regulators • Relays • Circuit Breakers • Cigarette Lighters • Stop Lights • Condensers • Directional Signal Systems • All Lamps and Bulbs • Fuses • Heating Systems • Horns • Also will locate poor grounds, breaks in wiring, poor connections, etc.

Model 70 comes complete with 64 page book written in plain easy-to-understand language. Explains laws of electricity, how to proceed with repairs of appliances and automobile circuits, how to test TV tubes, etc. Only

Model 70 — Utility Tester
Total Price $15.85
Terms: $3.85 after 10 day trial then $4.00 per month for 3 months.

NO INTEREST OR FINANCE CHARGES ADDED!

We invite you to try before you buy any of the models described on this and the following pages. If after a 10 day trial you are completely satisfied and decide to keep the Tester, you need send us only the down payment and agree to pay the balance due at the monthly indicated rate.
TRY FOR 10 DAYS
before you buy!

then if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free, monthly payments. See coupon below.

Superior's
New Model
TV-12
★ Employs improved TRANS-CONDUCTANCE circuit. An in-phase signal is im-
pressed on the input section of a tube and the resultant plate current change is
measured. This provides the most secure method of simulating the manner
in which tubes actually operate in Radio & TV receivers, amplifiers and other cir-
cuits. Amplification factor, plate resist-
ance and cathode emission are all corre-
lated in one reading.
★ NEW LINE VOLTAGE ADJUSTING SYS-
TEM. A tapped transformer makes it pos-
sible to compensate for line voltage variations to a tolerance of better than 2%.

Superior's New Model 77
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
WITH NEW 6" FULL-VIEW METER
Compare it to any peak-to-peak V. T. V. M. made by any other manufacturer at any price!
- Model 77 completely wired and calibrated with accessories (including probe, test leads and portable carrying case) sells for only $42.50.
- Model 77 employs a sensitive six inch meter which enables us to print all calibrations in large easy-to-read type.
- Model 77 uses new improved SICO printed circuit.
- Model 77 employs a 12AU7 as D.C. amplifier and 9008's as peak-to-peak voltage rectifiers to assure maximum stability.

AS A DC VOLTMETER: The Model 77 is indispensable in Hi-Fi Amplifier servicing and a must for Black and White and color TV Receiver servicing where circuit loading cannot be tolerated.

AS AN AC VOLTMETER: Measures RMS value if sine wave, and peak-to-peak value if complex wave. Pedestal voltages that determine the "black" level in TV receiv-
ers are easily read.

AS AN ELECTRONIC OHMMETER: Because of its wide range of measurement, leaky capacitors show up glaringly. Because of its sensitivity and low loading, inter-
mittents are easily found, isolated and re-
paired.

Model 77 comes complete with operating instructions, probe and test leads.
Use it on the bench—use it on calls. A streamlined carrying case included at no extra charge, accommodates the tester, instruction book, probe and leads.

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
Dept. 0-461, 3418 Tests Avenue, New York 34, N. Y.
Please send me the unit (s) checked on approval. If com-
pletes satisfied I will pay on the terms specified with a non-refundable deposit of $1.00. All state sales and local sales taxes included.

Name

Address

City Zone State

All prices net, F.O.B., New York.

Model TV-12—Transconductance Tube Tester—Total Price $72.50
Terms: $2.50 after 10 day trial, then $10.00 per month for 5 months.

Model TV-11—Total Price $47.50
$13.50 within 10 days. Balance $34.00 monthly for 6 months.

Model TV-16—Total Price $26.00
$6.50 within 10 days. Balance $19.50 monthly for 4 months.

Model TV-10—Total Price $15.85
$3.85 within 10 days. Balance $12.00 monthly for 3 months.

Model TV-12—Total Price $72.50
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $52.00 monthly for 5 months.

Model 77 Total Price $42.50
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $30.00 monthly for 5 months.
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Careers In Astronautics

Continued from page 90

an engineer will be at a premium. He or she will not only be in the top salary brackets but will also originate the major advances made in the science of astronautics.

About a half-year ago, the American Rocket Society (a serious engineering society comprised of 7,000 engineers, physicists and technicians) proposed a six-stage program to the President. Following are the stages.

1. Within five years: orbiting vehicles in outer space carrying payloads of thousands of pounds.
2. Within five to ten years: payloads of 100 to several hundreds of pounds (electronic and optical detecting equipment) to be placed on the moon or in orbits about the moon.
3. Also within five to ten years: payloads of several hundreds of pounds of instruments to be sent as far out as the nearer planets (Venus and Mars).
4. Within ten years: Earth satellites carrying men for extended periods and manned spaceflight between any two points on the Earth's surface.
5. Within fifteen years: manned flights around the moon.
6. Within twenty years: manned two-way lunar flights, including a landing on the moon.

John Gustavson, a design engineer at Convair-Astronautics, has this to say: "Closely related to the missile is the space vehicle, the means of transportation by which man, within a few decades perhaps, will escape from the Earth and travel to other planets . . . Thus any missile engineer is concerned either directly or indirectly with spaceflight in his daily work."

The missile industry is your industry—if you want to become a specialist in astronautics. The sooner you canvass that industry for a job, position or scholarship—the sooner will you be on your way in the field of spaceflight electronics. Good luck to you.

See you on the moon!

High Fidelity, Anyone?

Whether you are thinking of investing in hi-fi components or whether you are long-time buff with the ultimate in equipment, you'll find plenty of direct and useful interest in the latest issue of HI-FI SYSTEMS! Following is a digest of what you'll see in the big edition of HI-FI SYSTEMS No. 2.

NEW PRODUCTS FOR 1958!

 HI-FI FURNITURE YOU CAN BUILD  •  300 BEST CLASSICAL LP'S  HOW TO GET FREE HI-FI ADVICE  •  TIPS ON HOW TO BUY HI-FI  HOW HI-FI CONTROLS WORK  •  HOW TO USE TEST EQUIPMENT  HOW TO WIRE REMOTE SPEAKERS  •  KITS YOU CAN BUILD  THE BIG BOOM IN STEREO SOUND  •  ALL ABOUT TAPE  GROOM YOUR ROOM FOR HI-FI  •  ALL ABOUT THE RECORD CLUBS  HOW TO BUY USED EQUIPMENT  •  OUTSTANDING INSTALLATIONS  COMMON HI-FI QUESTIONS ANSWERED

AT YOUR FAVORITE NEWSSTAND... 50¢
FORMER SERVICEMEN

IF YOU HAVE A TECHNICAL SPECIALTY

There's an important job and a guaranteed future for you...in the U.S. Air Force

There is no more important job than being an Air Force specialist. For he is not only a fine technician but also a man of responsibility. On his shoulders rests the vital assignment of maintaining and operating the increasingly complex equipment that makes his Service the world's most efficient striking force. But with this responsibility, he also knows great pride...and a future that's guaranteed. As a technician, you, too, can have this same satisfaction and assurance—in the U.S. Air Force. See your Air Force Recruiter, or mail the coupon.

The Future Belongs to the Airman

Today and Tomorrow, you're better off in the U.S. AIR FORCE
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in the power line ground, unless you want to rewire the power circuit. To make them as safe as possible, make sure that the chassis is isolated physically. Examine the bottoms for protruding screw heads, and tape them over. Also check the control knobs, and if they have set screws cover them with narrow strips of tape. One particularly bad case of the electrocution of a child in a bathtub was traced to contact between her wet, soapy fingers and an exposed screw in a tuning dial. Is the set's back open? A cover of perforated hardboard is called for.

Sets of the Fig. 1B type are at least half safe if not treated, and all safe if fitted in accordance with Fig. 2C.

In some sets made by manufacturers who like to see their customers remain alive, the bite is taken out of the power circuit by what is called the "floating chassis" circuit. This is shown in Fig. 3. The unswitched common negative side of the power supply in the receiver, instead of going directly to the metal chassis, connects to it through either a fixed capacitor C alone or a combination of a capacitor and a fixed resistor R. Their values are not critical and vary greatly; C is perhaps .1 or .2 microfarad, and R is 220,000 or 470,000 ohms. Since the chassis is blocked off from the power circuit, it is no longer "hot" in relation to an external ground and it is no longer a shock hazard. The position of the line plug in the outlet is immaterial, although it is probably better to arrange it so that the wire marked "A" goes to the prong of the line plug that fits the grounded side "A" of the power line. Then, if capacitor C should develop an internal short circuit (unlikely, but always a possibility), you have the same grounded chassis protection afforded by the circuit of Fig. 2C.

The metal cabinet portable TV receiver has had a very bad press recently because a boy was killed by one.

Sets of this type should positively be fitted with polarized three-prong plugs and extra ground wires. Make sure the grounded chassis lead connects to the wide prong of the plug. Fasten the separate grounding wire under a screw that goes into the cabinet, and the other end to the round ground prong on the plug. This gives the equivalent of the circuit of Fig. 2C.

With the aid of that indispensable tool, the voltohmmeter or the vacuum tube voltmeter, you can check the basic power circuit of any AC/DC receiver and identify the prongs of the line plug. Set the meter for low ohms. Leave the set switch open; that is, off. Touch one test lead to the chassis and the other to either plug prong. If the needle bangs over to zero ohms, the set is of the common Fig.1B type and you have the prong that connects directly to the chassis. The wire now going to this prong is to be attached to the wide prong of the polarized three-prong plug. If the needle doesn't move, you have chanced on the switch side of the line, which of course is open.

Close the switch and touch the test leads to the two prongs of the line plug. The meter should read about 100 ohms; maybe more, probably not much less. This is the normal resistance of the tube filaments, which are connected in series.

If the meter doesn't read at all on the first two tests, switch it to high ohms and try again. If you get an indication of 100,000 to 500,000 ohms between the chassis and one plug prong, the set is of the floating chassis type and uses both a capacitor and a resistor, as in Fig. 3. If the needle flicks upward momentarily and then falls back to its starting point, there is only a capacitor in the circuit. The reading is of a small charge put into the capacitor by the test battery in the meter.

If the meter shows a value of about 100 ohms between the chassis and one plug prong, with the line switch open, the set is of the Fig. 1A type. You can verify this by closing the switch, leaving one test lead on the chassis and moving the other to the other plug prong; the meter will now read zero, as the circuit between the plug and the grounded chassis side of the switch is very short.

Play it safe! It's better to ground an equipment chassis electrically than to have your own chassis put into the ground permanently.
NEW! TRANSISTOR RADIO

direction finder kit

Navigate by radio on land—on water—in the air. Sailors, campers, hunters, hikers, aviators—will delight to this light, compact, self-powered six-transistor radio direction finder which doubles as a high quality portable radio. Simply tune in two or more standard radio stations by rotating the front-driven directional antenna, take the reading from the compass rose and bearing indicator and plot your exact location on any map! Precise vernier dial tuning on a 540 to 1620 kc broadcast band facilitates locating and identifying numerous stations. The built-in speaker in the handsome (7½” x 5½” x 5⅞”) unit provides clean sound reproduction. Powered by a tiny nine-volt battery. A real buy for many uses at this low price. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.

MODEL DF-1
only $54.95

Whatever your hobby there is a HEATHKIT for you!

TEST
Model V-7A
VTVM, $24.50

HI-FI
Model EA-2 Hi-Fi Amplifier, $225.95

HAM
Model DX-20 CW Transmitter, $35.95

MARINE
Model FD-1 Fuel Vapor Detector, $35.95

Send for FREE catalog
listing nearly 100 high quality dependable Heathkits for you to choose from.

I'm interested in the following type of equipment:
☐ TEST, ☐ HI-FI, ☐ HAM GEAR, ☐ MARINE.

name

address

city & state

July, 1958
We'll send you exactly one million bucks in neat-to-goodness Confederate money and Bank Bills and all you pay is $298. You can cash this money but spend it. You get one million dollars only $2.98. Four Million dollars only $10.00. If not delighted keep $100,000 for your trouble and return the rest of the money for a full and prompt refund. Send to: BEST VALUES CO., Dept. M-359, 403 Market St., Newark, N.J.

**GEMEIN AUTOMATIC**

- 4-SHOT REPEATER—22 CAL.
- Blank Cartridges
- No Permit Required
- Latest Model
- Fully Automatic

Self ejecting clip. Firing mechanism unbreakable! Precision made by the finest German Gunsmiths—Wonderful for sporting events, theatrical performances, to scare would-be attackers, etc. 4" long, perfectly balanced. Sold on a money back guarantee. Express charges collect. (Not Available to Residents of Calif. and N. Y.).

$6.95

Send 36-95 Cash, check or Money order to:

BEST VALUES COMPANY
Dept. G-88, 403 Market St., Newark, N. J.

**CUT TV REPAIR BILLS**

Check All TV, Radio & Picture Tubes Yourself!

When a TV or radio repairman makes a home call to check your set, the first thing he'll do is test the tubes—and most times that'll be the trouble. Just plug any tube into this tube checker and Neon Light will show whether it's good, save you enough money the first time to pay for the $3.50 it costs. Also has test leads to test any electrical device. Needed. No technical knowledge needed.

$2.95 pd. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

**TELEPHONE INTERCOM**

Remember these? Probably the most valuable things ever made, these have been reconditioned and refinished in gleaming black, and together make a fool and cheap intercom system. Easy to hook up, they are fine for home, office, garage, cabins, etc. Phones can be used over distances up to 500 miles. A pair, with a surplus battery and 50 feet of wire is $7.95. Single additional phones, $3.95 each. Additional wire available for 2c a ft. for the first 100 ft., 5c a ft. thereafter. All p.p.

**WESTINGHOUSE WORKBENCH MOTOR**

Mount this small Westinghouse motor on your workbench and use it as a buffing, grinding, polishing wheel. It can also be fitted for light drilling, sanding, etc. or equipped with flexible shaft. Develops 1/6 h.p. at 7,000-3,000 r.p.m. on 110 volts AC. Some can be used on AC and DC. Shaft is 1/4", race has four mounting holes. Surplus and a bargain, $3.95 p.d.

**The Invisible Switch**

Continued from page 75

The neon "flushlite” on-off indicator fits nicely in one corner at the top of the chassis; two 3/8" diameter holes spaced 1/2" between centers allow the neon light terminals to pass through to the bottom of the chassis without touching the metal. One of these serves as the incoming terminal for either leg of the AC line while the other AC leg is connected directly to the on-off switch.

The bakelite subchassis carries the two tubes (6AT6 and 6AK6), the oscillator coil, the fine tuning capacitor (C2), the two disc bypass capacitors (C1 and C5) and resistor R2. The other resistor (R1) is soldered directly across the terminals of the fine tuning capacitor.

The oscillator coil consists of a total of 200 turns all in the same direction wound on a commercial 1½"x3/8" bakelite coil form with a built-in ferrite core. Space the terminal rings that come with the coil form about 3/8" apart; starting from either end, wind 100 turns of No. 32 enameled wire between two adjacent rings, terminating each end of the winding by soldering to the ring projections. Repeat this procedure starting from the center ring—again 100 turns of the same wire in the same direction as before. This will give you a 200-turn center-tapped coil. Screw the ferrite core into about the center of the coil form and lock it in position with the locking screw provided. This setting will not be adjusted from this point on.

Drill the holes in the subchassis to take the tube sockets, the coil, and the fine tuning capacitor. You will also need a tiny bracket of scrap aluminum or steel to hold the subchassis to the inside of the case. Allow sufficient space for the plates of the fine tuning capacitor to unmesh fully.

When all the parts have been mounted, you can wire almost all connections on the subchassis before installing it in the case. Then make the connections between the chassis parts and those on the bakelite plate. While you are wiring be sure that none of the binding posts ground out to the metal.
chassis; also note that the chassis is not used as a ground connection.

Check for short-circuits with an ohmmeter or continuity tester before plugging in the unit. The readings across both windings of the transformer on the "low ohms" scale of the meter should be reasonably high.

Check the operation of the unit as follows:
1. Cut a piece of wire about 5 or 6 feet in length to serve as the sensor antenna and connect it to the antenna binding post. Stretch it out on the table top well away from the case.
2. Set both variable capacitors at maximum capacitance (fully meshed).
3. Connect a battery and pilot light (or any other indicating device such as a 120 volt line cord and a regular mazda lamp) in series across the relay contact binding posts.
4. Plug the proximity detector into a 120 volt AC receptacle and turn the switch to the on position. Allow the unit to warm up. During the warm-up period, the relay may pull in and then release after about 10 seconds. This is perfectly normal if the 6AT6 tube has a longer warm-up time than the 6AK6.
5. After about 1 minute of warm-up, slowly reduce the capacitance of the coarse tuning control (C3) using an insulated screwdriver. Somewhere along the way, the relay should pull in and the indicator device should glow. Back off the capacitor so relay just drops out.
6. Now slowly reduce the capacitance of the fine tuning control until the indicator flashes on and off as your hand approaches within 1 foot of the sensor antenna. This capacitor is the final sensitivity adjustment.

**VOLTAGES BETWEEN INDICATED POINTS AND COMMON LEAD**

(Taken with a standard vacuum-tube voltmeter)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin #</th>
<th>6AT6</th>
<th>6AK6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2 volts d-c</td>
<td>-20 volts d-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>O.K. if tube is lit</td>
<td>O.K. if tube is lit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ditto</td>
<td>ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-20 volts d-c</td>
<td>125 volts a-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-20 volts d-c</td>
<td>125 volts a-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>120 volts a-c</td>
<td>zero</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOOK! FAMOUS REGENCY ALL TRANSISTOR VEST POCKET RADIO**

READY TO PLAY! Includes 1000-hour batteries and ultra-sensitive phone

Lektron scoops the field with the "hottest" pocket transistor radio since the advent of the transistor! Designed and built for one of America's greatest names, this top-flight unit features an exclusive circuit with BF, BF, and AGC stages, all internal! No external antenna or ground wire! Amazing sensitivity - volume and selectivity. A perfect two-tone style case. All internal tuning covers 540 to 1500 kHz. READY TO PLAY when you receive it. 1000-hour batteries and ultra-sensitive phone included in this fabulous low price gift packet! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Wt. 1 oz.

**NEW 20,000 ohms/volt MULTI-TESTER**

LOWEST PRICE IN U.S.A. $17.99

Ready to go! 5½" x 3¾" x 2½". Test leads incl. Ranges: AC & DC V., 0 to 250, 500, 1000, 1500 Volts; 0 to 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000, 10000 Amps; 0 to 5000, 10000, 20000 Ohms. DC-DC multimeter: 0 to 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 Volts; 0 to 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 Ohms. Input: 125 VAC. READY TO PLAY! CAPACITANCE 0.005 to 0.1; INDUCTANCE 0.0001 to 0.1 Meters. Can be ordered with test leads included. Please include postage with order for this item; excess returned.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. C.O.D. ORDERS, 25% DOWN. FREE! NEW 12-PAGE SUMMER FLYER UNTIL JULY 31 ONLY...

**SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE!**

SAVE $5 to $20 ON EVERY POLY-PAK FREE WITH EVERY $10 ORDER!

PLUS—Pick any "Pak" below

40 PRINTED CIRCUIT PARTS
2 TRANSISTOR XFMR.
20 PRE-PRINTED CIRCUIT
5 DIAL-LITE ASSEMBLIES
8 GERMANIUM DIODES
10 POWER TRANSFORMERS, 115VAC
20 VOLUME CONTROLS, 2 lbs.
40 TUBE SOCKETS, 2 lbs.
150 RESISTORS, 2 lbs.
109 CERAMIC CONDENSERS
40 DISC CONDENSORS
40 PRECISION RESISTORS
60 HI-Q RESISTORS
20 FERRITE TUNED COILS, 40-FT., "ZIP" COND, 2 lbs.
5 ROLLS "MICRO" WIRE, 250-ft. HOOKUP WIRE, 3 lbs.
MAN'S CIGARETTE LIGHTER, 10,000-ohm SIGMA RELAY
1000-9999 V-R COUNTER
WIRE-STRIPPER-CUTTER
PIC TUBE BRITENIER, parallel 115VAC, 60 cy. FAN MOTOR
40 TUBE BATTERIES

**LEKTRON** 135 EVERETT AVE. CHELSEA 50, MASS.
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In the final installation of the unit, you will find that the maximum antenna length you will be able to use is about 10 feet. Should you want to use a longer one, you will have to increase the capacitance of C3 to 365 mmfd. or more. Too long an antenna, however, reduces sensitivity and should be avoided. Before making the final sensitivity adjustment, allow the unit to heat for at least 15 minutes. All capacitive devices tend to increase in sensitivity with heat. If you want very high sensitivity without self-trigging, this precaution is an important one to observe.

The invisible switch consists of a radio-frequency oscillator (6AT6 and its associated components) and a DC amplifier (6AK6) together with a sensitive plate-circuit relay. When there is no body capacitance close to the sensor antenna, the 6AT6 oscillates strongly at a medium radio frequency. The r.f. voltage developed across the lower half of the coil L causes a rectified current of the same frequency to flow through the diode resistor R2. The voltage drop across this resistor charges C5 to the peak value of the r.f. Thus, the rectified r.f. voltage is impressed across the control grid and cathode of the 6AK6 DC amplifier in such a direction as to cut off the plate current of this tube so that the relay is not energized.

As the capacitance between the sensor and ground is increased by the approach of a conducting body, some r.f. current is passed into ground, leaving less r.f. voltage on the grid of the oscillator tube. This causes the oscillation amplitude to diminish, thereby reducing the negative bias holding down the plate current of the 6AK6. When the oscillation has been weakened sufficiently, the plate current of the 6AK6 rises to the pull-in value of the relay (about 5 milliamperes) and the system is energized. In a normal room, an approach-sensitivity of one foot may be anticipated.

All About Bugging

Continued from page 50

If one wishes a volume control on the “bug” as for phono broadcasting duty, make R5 variable. A 100,000 ohm miniature potentiometer can be installed instead of this resistor. Insert a 2200 ohm resistor in series with the pot., so the transistor will not be damaged if the pot. is reduced to zero resistance.

The pickup radio should have good sensitivity and a fairly high-gain audio. Addition of an external aerial and ground to it may greatly improve results. If either the “bug” or the pickup radio are used alone (without aerial and ground) they may have to be oriented for best results.

Professional wireless microphones employ more audio amplification, higher powered oscillators, and larger oscillator coils so that the range is greater. These devices are complicated. They must be rather critically engineered to conserve battery power since they may have to operate for a day or two continuously.

All types of wireless “bugs” may use the power line as an aerial and a ground. A small capacitor (33 to 47 mmfd.) couples the aerial to one side of the line while another capacitor couples ground to the remaining side of the power line. Since one power line wire is grounded it may be necessary to reverse the attachment plug for best results. This method can be employed with wireless “bugs” using batteries as well.
Assembling An FM Tuner Kit

Continued from page 67

up" as recommended in the kit manual its performance in all respects approached that of the "standard."

The audio quality of this tuner is excellent; its frequency response very wide, its distortion low. Noise pickup, both between stations and when on a station, was minimal.

Drift, and this was most surprising, was absolutely absent. From a cold start, the HFT-90 would lock into a station in about 30 seconds—and stay locked in! However, the same circuit factors which contribute to the stability of this tuner also make its audio output level relatively low. If the gain of your amplifier is high, no difficulties will be experienced.

The hum level was slightly high and for best signal-to-noise ratio the tuner should be operated with its volume control on full.

The novel dial pointer which is also a tuning eye is quite effective.

As a result of building and testing the EICO HFT-90 tuner, ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED rates it a Good Buy.

Bottom view of completely wired EICO tuner, piece of tape holds down the tuning eye lead.

LEARN BASIC TELEVISION

The whole world of black and white television is before you for only $10.00.

New 5-volume Rider "picture book" course by Dr. Alexander Schure teaches the complete basic principles and practices of black and white television easily, quickly and understandably. You can master the basics of television easily, rapidly and thoroughly with this "learn by pictures" training course.

No experience, education needed

BASIC TELEVISION uses the same methods that have proven so successful in the famous Rider "picture books" on electricity and electronics. This comprehensive course presents Basic Television in simple, down-to-earth language that everyone can understand—regardless of previous education. All that is assumed is that you have a knowledge of radio. Every phase of television is made instantly clear—explained in plain English supported by carefully prepared, large and exciting drawings that make every idea crystal-clear.

5 complete volumes

It starts with the transmitter and discusses in detail the following subjects: Volume 1 deals with the transmitter: the handling and the operation of the camera, formation of the picture signal and the general content of the transmitter. Volume 2 covers the organization of the entire TV receiver treating each section individually from antenna to picture tube. Volumes 3, 4 and 5 contain the TV receiver circuit explanations. Each volume covers a specific number of sections in the receiver. In effect, the presentation is like a spiral—first an overall view of the whole,ope, and then the detailed explanation of each part. The most perfect modern teaching technique. The result—maximum understanding.

Learn at home—no correspondence

This course is so complete, so detailed—there's no need for the usual letter writing, question and correspondence. You learn in the comfort of your home, in your spare time . . . at your own pace.

At your own pace

An opportunity to check your knowledge

Some people who have bought and read BASIC TELEVISION may feel that they would like to check their knowledge. For these people, an arrangement covering an examination service has been made with the New York Technical Institute, the extension division of the New York Institute of Technology, a non-profit, two-year term college chartered by the New York State Board of Regents. This service is completely independent of John F. Rider Publishers, Inc., and is offered as a non-profit public service of the Institute. Write for details to N. Y. Technical Institute, 900 Pacific St., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

1-day examination—money back guaranteed

Send today for these exciting new training courses— you risk nothing! When you receive the volumes, examine them in your own home for 10 full days. If, at the end of that time, you're not completely satisfied, we will simply return your full purchase price! Total cost for this 5-volume course is only $10.00! In Canada, prices approximately 5% higher.

ORDER TODAY

These books are sold by electronics parts jobbers and book stores. If your dealer doesn't have these books, mail this coupon to us.

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
116 West 14th St., N.Y.C.

I have enclosed $ . Please send me:

☐ 5-vol. BASIC TELEVISION set (soft cover) at $10.00 per set

☐ Deluxe cloth bound edition all 5 vols. in a single binding for $15.00

I understand I may return the books in 10 days, and receive a complete refund of the full purchase price if I am not satisfied.

NAME: ________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________

CITY & STATE: ________________________________

July, 1958
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sent to Alaska, where White Alice relays them by telephone to NORAD.

This telephone system is a major triumph in itself, since it represents the largest over-the-horizon scatter network in the world, and is serving as the prototype of other, smaller installations elsewhere.

What OHS does is to make use of the "scatter" phenomenon to pick up minute portions of a powerful broadcast beamed toward a receiver beyond the horizon. Most of the radio frequency, of course, penetrates the troposphere and ionosphere, but the small portion which is scattered back is sufficient to be amplified, and relayed to the next station in the same manner.

Also linked to White Alice is a DEW Line extension, island-hopping the Aleutians out into the Pacific Ocean. This forward picket fence is backed up by two other lines farther south in Canada—the Mid-Canada Line and the Pinetree System, the latter close to the United States border. Pinetree is also semi-automatic, while Mid-Canada is completely automatic. These lines are insurance, in case planes manage to slip by the DEW Line.

As an additional northern safeguard, radar bases have been posted on remote Thule in Greenland and at our establishment in Iceland. These are linked to NORAD by radio.

Planes and Ships

Starting at the western tip of the DEW Line in the Aleutians and extending far south into the Pacific Ocean runs the Mid-Ocean Line, made up of radar-equipped picket planes on constant patrol, their sensitive instruments continually on the alert for unidentified aircraft. Another line, this one made up of radar-equipped picket ships, stands about 300 miles off the West Coast from Alaska to Mexico. This, too, is additional insurance. This Offshore Line is also connected to headquarters by radio.

Another fence of picket ships and planes starts at the eastern tip of Newfoundland and extends for an indeterminate distance into the Atlantic Ocean. This is our eastern Mid-Ocean Line, linked to NORAD by radio.

Lastly, the eastern Offshore Line, extending down the Atlantic Coast, is made up of planes and ships equipped with radar. But in addition, a small fleet of blimps backs up the air reconnaissance, while a covey of three Texas Towers supplements the ships.

The Texas Tower, its name derived from its similarity to the offshore oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico, are in effect sea-based radar stations. Also semi-automatic, these are huge platforms sitting atop concrete piles sunk deep into the ocean bed scores of miles off the East Coast. The third and last tower was recently activated off Sandy Hook, New Jersey.

The towers, equipped with the latest in detection devices, are supplied by helicopter, and are built to withstand the roughest Nor'easter the Atlantic can brew. They, too, are linked to headquarters by radio.

Initially, it was planned for all these outposts, from the DEW Line to the Texas Towers, to flash their data to NORAD, where men would compute their movements and feed instructions to the district defense commands. However, the newest addition to the defense network, SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) has taken over that time-consuming job and can now come up with the "answers" in a matter of moments.

SAGE is made up of International Business Machines computers, one to each command, linked by land lines to each other and to Colorado Springs headquarters. The electronic computers are fed data on every aircraft flight in the United States and Canada, some 30,000 a day, and keep automatic tabs on them from start to finish. In the event an unidentified plane is reported, the computers are alerted, and the plane is tracked until it is determined whether it is "Friendly" or "Hostile." If the ship is "Hostile," after counterattack orders are flashed from NORAD, the SAGE network will take over and actually "fly" the show. Each computer will automatically make the decision on when to "scramble" the fighters in its com-
mand, it will actually control the fighters in the air and in the attack, order them back to base when fuel is low, send up replacements and pass the battle to the next computer when it shifts out of its territory.

In addition, it will control ground batteries and anti-aircraft missiles like Nike, in conjunction with the new Missile Master system, a localized electronic means of controlling and coordinating ground-to-air missiles.

The SAGE computers are housed in huge, air-conditioned, windowless blockhouses, as nearly bomb resistant as modern building methods can make them. The computers are fed by their own power systems, each of which is capable of lighting a small city. In addition to the usual memory drums, the electronic brains have added banks of tape on which data has been filed, to allow these machines to have instantly available all the necessary data to guide a supersonic war in the air.

Each computer contains 123 miles of wire and 58,500 tubes. Despite this complexity, IBM produces them on an assembly line basis. The computer was designed by the Lincoln Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Until last October, the 200,000 men in NORAD and its complex electronic network looked like a pretty effective means of preventing a surprise attack which would wipe us off the face of the planet. But the Sputniks have torn a terrible hole in this system and in our confidence. We now realize that an intercontinental ballistic missile, traveling at perhaps 15,000 miles an hour, would blast a target into particles less than a half hour after launching. The sensitivity of the radars we now employ would be almost useless; we could get only a few minutes warning, if that.

What we must have is the time to develop a warning, tracking and interception system against the Soviet ICBM, which is expected, according to reliable reports, to be operational by July. We may take the first step this summer, if everything goes according to plan, in constructing missile-warning radar stations in the north which would increase the height of our radar fence from its present 15 miles to many hun-
Electronic Computers

Learn to operate MICROLOG, within hours! A complete analog computer, ready-built, to solve algebra, calculus and advanced equations. Enroll in course 3C, practical Computers by sending only $28.40 down and then $14.40 for six months. You receive 15 lessons, plans, one miniorg, instructions and the diploma (upon completion of the course).

C14 Computer Master, 50 lessons, in relay, digital and analog computers. Engineering projects (digital voltmeter, automation designs) $22.50 down and then $12.00 for six months.

C8 Logic, 10 lessons and 300 page textbook. Self study, answers included $8.50 complete. Study logic algebra (analyze tic tac toe, farmer with goose, fox and corn, etc., scientifically) computer language.

C1 Elementary Relay Computers, 7 lessons to show theory and circuits. Plans for construction of small brain included. Complete at $12.50.

Our complete catalog will show courses in computers, automation, electronics and robots. Kits for construction of computers, starting at $38.50.

EBEX SCHOOL
Division of Electronic Brain Enterprises Inc.
1015 Atkin Ave., Salt Lake City 4, Utah
☐ Enroll me in course
☐ Send information on
Name
Address
send for free catalog

Pellet Firing

“45” CAL. AUTOMATIC

$1.98


FIRES 8 ROUNDS AUTOMATICALLY

Now — an accurate full size model of a “45” caliber automatic pistol that works and feels just like the real thing and contains more than 15 moving parts. Loads & complete rounds in seconds in the magazine clip. Shoots like a gun. Looks like a gun. Fires like a Navy or the Army “45.” And fires 8 bullet-like pellets at 300 ft. per sec. as you pull the trigger. Positively the most authentic model you’ve ever seen. Finished in gunmetal black color. Barrel 8” long. You must see the fully automatic slide action and feel the power to appreciate it. Great for shooting fun.

Try the working mechanism of a “45.”

This accurate full size model of a high powered “45” comes to you disassembled with all the working parts of a “45.” Itreassembles in a jiffy and complete instructions are included so that in just minutes you’ll learn to build an automatic. Complete with instructions, full supply of pellets and authenitian stuffed target.

Try 10 Day Free Trial

Try it for 10 days free. If you are not completely delighted simply return after 10 days for refund of full purchase price. Don’t delay. Write today. Only $1.98 plus 25 cents Shipping charge.

BARGAIN (GUN) CO., Dept. EI-5
ONE PARK AVE.
NEW YORK CITY 16

dreds of miles above the earth, and extend its range to 3,500 miles or more. It is known we have designed and built such systems. We have detected the Soviet rocket experiments from such a station we built in Turkey. Another such experimental station has been built in the Southwest.

Neither of these are where they would count in defense, however. Fortunately, with such enormous range, only three stations of this type would be needed on the northern perimeter—one in Alaska, one in Greenland, and the third midway between. They would be constructed as far north of the DEW Line as possible. It is estimated, however, that they cannot be completed before 1960.

Integrating such stations into the SAGE network would be feasible, it is believed, and would solve the tracking problem. A big poser remains: Once we spot the ICBMs, how do we knock them down?

Anti-Missile Missile

The answer is the anti-missile missile. This device is conceived as an ICBM with a nuclear warhead, which would be launched against an incoming missile, meet it in empty space hundreds of miles above the earth’s surface, and blast it out of existence when it comes within range.

But even if we do design, build and stockpile a workable anti-missile missile, we still face another problem. Suppose the Russians build into their ICBMs an evasion system? What if they change the course of their missiles at a randomly chosen moment? How will our anti-missile missiles, launched to meet the ICBMs minutes after their launching at a point precisely calculated by the initial trajectory of the ICBMs, be able to meet the enemy rocket?

There is no real answer at this time to this question. It is a good bet, however, that whatever system of defense we evolve—and we must evolve it as rapidly as possible—some missiles will get through.

There may be an answer which approaches from the opposite direction, however. The threat of retaliation, which has stood us in good stead in the
age of the bomber just passed, can be revamped and made to serve in the missile age. Our present concept of retaliation is one of using intercontinental missiles. So far, however, we have been notoriously unsuccessful in launching such weapons. But until the time when our own ICBM is thoroughly reliable, we can fall back on the use of the much more reliable intermediate range missiles, of which we possess a whole stableful. Missiles such as the Polaris and the Regulus, which can be launched from floating platforms, or from under the sea.

Since land-based missile stations in Europe would be notoriously easy prey for the enemy, we may do well to consider launching a massive building program of sea stations—submarines and surface ships—which could launch these ICBMs. These could be stationed on the open sea, within rocket range of the Soviet Union, ready at a moment's notice to launch a massive retaliatory blow.

We could then sit back, breathe a bit easier, and say, "Care to launch the first shot?"
The Commuter Travalarm

Continued from page 81

The device itself is extremely simple, but the trick is to compress it into a vest pocket package. Use a small perforated Bakelite board, 2"x13/4", to mount the components. You’ll find that in most or all cases, you’ll merely have to wire the leads together, thus eliminating hookup wire. Use extreme care, however, not to short any components.

After all components are in, connect the battery across the terminals with an eye on polarity—remember, you may damage your transistor if you hook it in the wrong way! Then connect the earpiece terminals to the proper points on your board, and if you hear a ringing, you’re practically set.

Next, take the earpiece (available at many electronics parts supply houses) and thread the ends of its wire cable through the board and solder them to the proper points, as in the wiring guide. You’ll need a 9-volt battery to power the alarm. A Burgess P6 will do nicely—it is only about an inch wide and deep.

The Case

A 2"x4"x2" plastic case works very well as the container for the alarm. Fit your board into the case, using a bit of cement to hold it in place. Then fit the battery. You may wish to cement this in also because the battery life will be approximately shelf life. Then fit the watch. Put it under the cover, face up, and note the position of the winding stem. Cut a hole in the edge of the box to allow the stem to protrude. This will allow the hands to be set from the outside.

Next, with the point of a safety pin, punch a small hole in the plastic crystal near the edge—I did it at 6 o’clock point, but you can put it wherever you wish. Insert a small wire lead bared at the end. Use the finest and most flexible wire to allow the minute hand to make contact, brush it aside and move on. Use another piece of the Bakelite board, cut slightly wider than the case, to hold the watch in the case. This can be fastened with cement too.

Solder the lead that goes to the watch...
music for background purposes and relaxation, may not want stereo. In addition, most component hi-fi systems are so flexible that they will very easily convert to stereo when desired.

Q. In general, is there anything you'd like to add on the subject of buying, or selling, hi-fi?

A. Selling hi-fi, we've found is a process of education. It's a series of steps with most people—going from a 10 watt amplifier to a 25 watt one, and from a low-priced speaker to a higher priced one. Day after day people come in here who have had hi-fi previously, but have had low wattage amplifiers, inexpensive speakers and poor quality changers. They come back to buy better things now. I can't emphasize enough that it's much better to buy the best you can afford at the beginning, and not be sorry later when you hear other systems that may be better than yours, or as continued listening makes you more discriminating. —

**How To Buy Hi-Fi**

Continued from page 63
Did Someone Say "Switch?"

When the art of recording was just taking shape
And it seemed to the experts that tape was just tape,
It made sense to try switching from this brand to that—
Until Irish pulled Ferro-Sheen out of the hat!

Now the Ferro-Sheen process, the experts agree,
Has made Irish tape different in kind, not degree,
So there's no earthly reason for switching your brand,
Save from Long Play to Double, or Brown to Green Band!

If you are using Irish Brown Band
(an inexpensive general-purpose tape of excellent characteristics)
and want all the advantages of Ferro-Sheen...

Switch to Irish Ferro-Sheen Green Band
(it costs no more than old-fashioned coated tape)
...if you then want 50% more playing time on the same size reel...

Switch to Irish Ferro-Sheen Long Play
(on 1-mil Mylar or acetate base)
...if you then want twice the normal playing time on the same size reel...

Switch to Irish Ferro-Sheen Double Play
(made on 0.5-mil Mylar base and available on 5" and 7" reels)
There's an Irish tape for every recording purpose!

Available wherever quality tape is sold.

ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 438 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y., U.S.A.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10, Ontario

Electronics Illustrated
Here are some of the answers to your questions concerning stereo:

Q: How does the COMPATIBLE E-V Stereo Cartridge differ from CONVENTIONAL cartridges?
A: It has the ability to play both the new type stereophonic discs and conventional records. Inherent in its design is an improved monaural performance. Exclusive design for rumble suppression of 15 db or better will permit the use of Electro-Voice's Stereo Cartridge with any type of changer or transcription player!

Q: Are stereo discs compatible with conventional cartridges?
A: Most cartridges damage the stereo record. DO NOT BUY STEREO DISCS UNTIL YOU HAVE AN E-V STEREO CARTRIDGE. You may then play monaural or stereo discs monaurally. Add a second speaker and amplifier, and you have stereophonic sound.

Q: What about modification problems?
A: Using an Electro-Voice Stereo Cartridge, which is constructed so that its output is already corrected to the RIAA curve, you will not require the equalization of the second amplifier. Inserting the cartridge is simple. It will fit virtually any standard tone or transcription arm. The addition of a second amplifier and speaker is not complicated.

Q: What about record availability?
A: Recordings by major record manufacturers will be available in mid-1958.

Q: What effect will stereo cartridges and records have on your present equipment?
A: Only your cartridge will be obsolete. All other components are compatible with stereo.

Q: What if you don't have a HI-FI system now... should you wait?
A: No. Proceed as before—with one exception: you should insist on a stereo cartridge initially. When you are ready for stereo, merely add a second speaker and amplifier.

Q: How do you go about getting your Electro-Voice Stereo Cartridge?
A: Visit your dealer. If you don't know the name of your nearest dealer, please write Electro-Voice. Ask for E-V Stereo Model 21 D with .7 mil diamond stylus or E-V Stereo Model 26 DST Turnover with .7 mil diamond Stereo tip and 3 mil sapphire tip for monaural 78 rpm records ($22.50).
Learn Radio—Servicing by Pro

Fast Growing Field Offers Yo Good Pay, Success, Bright Futur

Bigger than ever and still growing. That’s why Radio-T-V has special appeal to men not satisfied with their earnings. More than 4,000 Radio and TV stations on the air, More than 150 million home and auto Radios. 40 million TV sets. Training PLUS OPPORTUNITY is the ideal combination for success. Plan now to get into Radio-T-V. National Radio can train you at home in your spare time. NRI is the oldest and largest home study Radio-T-V school. Easy to understand, well illustrated lessons teach you basic principles. And you LEARN-BY-DOING, by practical experience.

Jobs Like These Go to the Radio-Television Technician

Start Soon to Make $10—$15 a Week in Spare Time

Soon after enrolling many NRI students start to earn $10, $15 a week extra fixing sets in spare time. You get the benefit of NRI’s more than 40 years’ experience training men. Make a move toward becoming one of that select group—a Radio-TV Technician.

Send Postage-Free card today for actual Lesson and 64-page Catalog. But FREE. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. NRI, Washington 16, D. C.

NRI Trained these Men

NRI Trained these Men


“Thanks to NRI, I operated a successful Radio Repair shop. Then got a job with WPAO. Now I am an engineer for WHW, W. WORKMAN, High Point, N. C.

NRI Trained these Men

“Have good job in a TV repair shop plus a small business in my home. In one year I went from lowest paid to head benchman.” V. BARR, Toronto, Ohio.

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. As part of NRI Communications Course you build the Broadcasting Transmitter, train an FCC License.

You Practice Servicing, with Equipment Sent

As part of NRI’s Servicing Course you build AC-DC Superhet Receiver, Vacuum Tube Voltmeter, and other pieces of equipment for practical experience.

MAIL POSTAGE FREE

www.americanradiohistory.com